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Butterfly Gardening

for Kids — and Grown-ups
W

inged jewels of
the air ... flutterbys ... no matter
what you call butterflies,
they entrance everyone.
Planting a garden to attract
them is one of the best ways
to get children of all ages
interested in gardening and
nature, while introducing
them to a bit of science at the
same time.
To attract the most butterflies, design a garden that
provides a long season of
flowers (nectar plants).
Perennials, such as chives,
dianthus, beebalm, butterfly
weed, mints, black-eyed
Susan, and purple coneflower, offer a succession of
blooms. Add annuals that
flower all season, such as
cosmos, petunias and zinCONTINUED ON PAGE 14

REMODELING REPORT
Ask a Realtor which

MIDCOAST

Real Estate
HOT HOT HOT
PICS PICS PICS

WARREN
14 acres and 400' +/- on the river!!
Peaceful, private location in Warren.
Offering 1st floor living, this
spacious Cape has an open floor
plan w/2 first-floor bedroom suites,
kitchen, living, dining and den, 2
bedrooms and a bath up, detached
2-story shop/studio with bath.
$359,000
Contact: Coldwell Banker,
Thomaston, 354-0233

ROCKLAND
Remodeled, spacious 4-bedroom,
sun-filled family home in quiet
neighborhood. Open kitchen/dining
area with new rosewood flooring,
great appliances. Large back yard,
extra room for office or play
area downstairs!
$163,000
Contact: Coldwell Banker,
Rockland, 596-6095

improvement adds
the most value
his year, Americans will
spend more than $233 billion remodeling their
homes. Whether it’s upgrading the
kitchen, adding a window or replacing siding, these improvements ultimately increase the value of property. The question for many homeowners is — by how much?
The 2004 “Cost vs. Value Report,”
published by the National Association
of Realtors in conjunction with
Remodeling magazine, compares the
cost of 18 typical remodeling projects
against the added value those projects
can be expected to bring at resale.
Published in the December issue of

T

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15

TENANTS HARBOR
Private Tenants Harbor waterfront
home for your boating enjoyment. The
home offers 3-4 bedrooms, 2 baths,
attached garage and 3-car insulated and
heated garage. For the boater there is a
large dock with float, ramp, power and
water, as well as work shops.
Come enjoy the coast of Maine.
$999,000
Contact: Coldwell Banker,
Thomaston, 354-0233
A major kitchen remodel can add substantial value to your home — today’s buyers want kitchens with upgraded
appliances, fresh cabinets and new fixtures. CNS Photo courtesy of Delta Faucet Co.
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SOUNDVEST PROPERTIES
Each office independently owned and operated

Visit our website at www.soundvest.com

Rockland Residential
Office • 596-6095

Thomaston Residential
Office • 354-0233

Carol Morrison • Mike Garrigan • Sam Hugh • Kerry Smith • Marie “Belle” White • Janet Gleeson
Jennie Widdecombe • Jeannine Lee • Pam Prior • Lisa Willey • Peter “Rabbi” Henderson
Jennifer Sturks • Eleanor Kinney • Christine J. Rydell • Linda Nuesse • Ron Gamage

Trina Hastings • Averyl Catalano • Paul Gaudette • Brenda Pendleton • Carisa Holmes
Peter Surette • Claire Adams • Tracy Hoppe • Ann Russell • Richie Catalano
Lauren Armstrong • Bobbi Emery-Starr • Laurie Wilson • Kristina Brown • Tim Taylor

Featured Properties

ROCKLAND Well-cared-for, multi-level cottage in peaceful neighborhood. Glimpses of
harbor, walk to Snow Marine Park or downtown. Live here and have a great rental property next door! $149,000

Featured Property
PRICE REDUCED by
$30,000! Wonderful
location on the outskirts
of CAMDEN, minutes to
boat launch and town,
over 5 acres, traditional
Cape with master suite
on 1st floor, detached
newer garage/studio,
water views, set well off
the road. $435,000

ROCKLAND One-floor living in this wellcared-for bungalow in a peaceful neighborhood near the ocean. $129,000

Both of these listings can be sold as one property for $265,000

ROCKLAND Remodeled, spacious 4bedroom, sun-filled family home in
quiet neighborhood. Open kitchen/dining area with new rosewood flooring,
great appliances. Large back yard,
extra room for office or play area
downstairs! $163,000

WALDO You’ll love the open kitchen,
living area and the quiet location of
this home that is only 5 minutes to
Belfast. $83,500

ROCKLAND 1.10-acre building lot
near shopping, schools and what matters. Within walking distance of water
and MBNA. $39,000

ROCKPORT This home is located in
desirable Glen Cove. Just on the outskirts of town, yet close to shopping,
the Samoset Resort and local hospital.
All this and a short walk to the cove.
Great area for walking, jogging, biking.
$214,000

CAMDEN Just a walk from town!
Comfortable, contemporary 3-bedroom, 2-bath home in great neighborhood. Open, sunny floor plan, enjoy
the mountain views from the deck!
$239,000

WARREN What more could you want!
ACREAGE, WATER FRONTAGE and a
private location on a dead end road.
Contemporary Cape w/2 1st floor
master bdrms, 2 more up, 3.5 baths,
screened porch and detached huge
garage/workshop w/ 2nd floor and
bath. $359,000

OWLS HEAD Nice 1 +/- acre building
lot across from the water with possible views in highly desirable Owls
Head. Part of a larger parcel. No
mobile homes. $75,000

WARREN Affordable 3-bedroom home
with many improvements, huge intown lot, fenced yard and 2-story
barn $169,000

PERFECT for downsizing. An immaculate ranch with 2 bedrooms, garage
under, all new windows, roof shingles
and siding, quiet location in
THOMASTON $199,000

WARREN 3-acre building lot in a nice
neighborhood with an attractive manmade farm pond on property that
enhances the beauty of this lot.
$44,000

REDUCED PRICE

MONTVILLE Mint-condition hideaway.
Great living space, mega master bedroom with private bath. Less than 1⁄2
mile from Lake St. George State Park.
$169,900

BELFAST Sunny side of the hill with
panoramic meadow views. This cozy
and inviting home has brand new
bamboo floors and a lower-level family room. Motivated seller, call today!
$179,500

Land
WARREN Almost new 2-bedroom
home at the end of a subdivision.
Beautiful fireplace in the living room.
Master bedroom has master bath with
garden tub. Large corner lot.
$114,000

ROCKLAND Three-unit Victorian has
hardwood floors, pocket doors, nice
woodwork and trim and high ceilings
plus lovely detached carriage house
garage. Property features two 2-bedroom units and one 1-bedroom unit.
$295,000

CAMDEN Great investment property in
Camden! Consider living in one unit
while renting the others to help with
the mortgage. $325,000

OWLS HEAD Remarkable views of the
ocean and working harbor. Walk to the
Owls Head Lighthouse, Post Office
and General Store. 4 bedrooms, 1.5
baths and 2 fireplaces. Newer large
deck on front to enjoy early morning
coffee as the lobstermen embark on
the day’s work. $550,000

ROCKLAND Cozy and charming two-bedroom
home with a Victorian flair. Conveniently located
within walking distance of library, museums, galleries, shops and harbor. Features include hardwood floors, brick hearth, oak kitchen, custom
built-ins and new windows. Surrounded by exquisite perennial gardens! $197,000

ROCKLAND With scenic water views,
this old but large farmhouse has a lot
to offer. Home in need of some renovations and updating. New roof, new
driveway, and new septic design available. $169,000

ROCKLAND Walk to town or the harbor from your 9-room Victorian home.
4 bedrooms, 2-1⁄2 story barn, large
back yard, two porches. Call to schedule an appointment or visit the Open
House coming soon! $339,500

THOMASTON In-town home offering 3
bedrooms, full bath, 1/2 bath, 2
detached and insulated garages and
large 1-acre-plus lot. $165,000

ROCKLAND - 3.5-acre-in-town lot
with many potential options for development. Ideal for multi-family housing or single-family homes. Close to
all city amenities. $145,000

Private TENANTS HARBOR waterfront home for
your boating enjoyment. The home offers 3-4
bedrooms, 2 baths, attached garage and 3-car
insulated and heated garage. For the boater there
is a large dock with float, ramp, power and water,
as well as work shops. Come enjoy the coast of
Maine. $999,000

Coldwell Banker has the “Highest Overall Satisfaction for First-Time Home Buyers and
Sellers Among National Full Service Real Estates Firms”
www.soundvest.com
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Sustainability Conference
in Wiscasset Offers Alternative
Energy Workshops
The Chewonki Foundation is hosting its sixth annual Sustainability Conference on Saturday, May 7, from
9 a.m. to 3:45 p.m. at its Center for Environmental
Education in Wiscasset. The conference is sponsored
by Chewonki and WERU Community Radio.
Several sustainability workshops will be offered,
including Wind Energy, presented by Bill Behrens of
Energy Works; Solar Water Heating, presented by
Purist Energy; Blue Link Photovoltaics, by Solar
Market; Governors Carbon Challenge, by Ron Dyer of
the Maine Department of Environmental Protection;
Cold Climate Heat Pumps, by Steven Konstantino;
Hydrogen Energy, The Hydrogen Energy Center of
Maine; and Green Building Technology, presented by
Noah Wentworth.
Robert W. Kates, PhD, and Maine Senator Ted
Koffman will address the science of global climate
change, followed by what effects have already been
seen in Maine and the impacts anticipated in the
future. They will also discuss ways in which Maine
has responded to these threats through legislation and
the Climate Action Plan, as well as citizen action and
some opportunities to reduce emissions. Kates is a
professor emeritus at Brown University in Rhode
Island. He has served as one of the review editors for
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s second, third and upcoming fourth assessments.
Koffman is director of government and community
relations at College of the Atlantic (COA) in Bar
Harbor. At COA Koffman co-founded and directs the
Eco-Eco Civic Forum, which brings business, environmental, government and academic leaders together for
discussions about the relationship of economics and
ecology in Maine’s future. He also co-founded the
Green Campus Consortium and is an original member
of Maine Global Climate Change, Inc. Koffman is
now serving his third term in the Legislature and
chairs the Natural Resources Committee.
The conference fee is $64, $54 for registrations
received by April 30. The fee includes workshops, lunch
and snacks. For further information and registration,
visit http://www.chewonki.org, or contact Peter Arnold
at 882-7323, extension 36, or Parnold@chewonki.org.

Avoid Tree and Utility Conflict — Plan Ahead
Look up, look down. Follow this advice given by the
International Society of Arboriculture (ISA) before
deciding what type of tree to plant and where the tree
will be planted. Proper tree and site selection will provide trouble-free beauty and pleasure for years to come.
One of the most important things to consider is the
location of utility lines.
“Trees that are small now can create significant problems in the future as they grow into maturity and into
power lines,” says Derek Vannice, executive director,
Utility Arborist Association (UAA). The location of utility lines should have a direct impact on tree and site
selection. Both overhead lines and underground lines
need to be considered.
Look up —
Overhead Lines
Overhead lines for utilities such as electric, telephone
or cable television are the easiest to see but are the most
taken for granted. These lines may appear harmless, but
can be extremely dangerous. Children or adults climbing
in trees that are too tall and growing into the utility lines
can be severely injured or possibly killed if they accidentally come in contact with the wires.
If tall-growing trees are planted under utility lines,
then they require pruning to maintain clearance because
lines making contact with the wires can result in service
interruptions. Utility pruning can result in the tree having
an unnatural appearance. According to Vannice, “Planting a tall-growing tree under a power line will not allow
the tree to realize its proper size and form.” Proper selection and placement of trees around overhead utilities can
help eliminate power outages, which reduces expenses
for utilities and rate payers. Correct selection will also
eliminate potential public safety hazards, and improve
the appearance of landscapes.
Look down —
Underground Lines
Potential problems that are much harder to recognize
are those involving underground utilities such as water,
sewer and natural gas. Trees are much more than just
what you can see. The root area of a tree is usually larger
than the branch spread above ground. Tree roots and
underground lines usually coexist without problems.
However, if a tree is planted near one of these utility
lines and it needs to be dug up for repairs, the result
could be damage to the root system of the tree.

The most important thing to remember
is to determine the location of
utility lines before
planting. Often
these lines are
closer to the surface than is
thought, so verify
the location of the
lines with the utility
company before digging the hole.
Accidentally digging into a
line can cause serious personal injury as well as costly
interruption of utility service.
Right Tree in the Right Place
Planning before planting can help ensure that the
right tree is planted in the right place. Proper tree
selection and placement enhances property value, prevents costly and sometimes unsightly maintenance
trimming, and lowers the risk of damage to homes and
property.
Planting Trees Around Homes
• Tall Zone — Appropriate area for trees that grow as
tall as 60 feet. Should be planted at least 35 feet from the
house to allow for root development and to minimize
damage to the house.
• Medium Zone — Appropriate for trees that grow up
to 40 feet tall. Should have planting areas at least 4 to 8
feet wide. These trees provide decoration or framing for
your house.
• Low Zone — For trees that grow no more than 20
feet tall. Must be planted in an area extending at least 15
feet on either side of the utility wires. Low-zone trees are
good for areas with limited growing space, such as narrow planting areas (less than 4 feet wide).
For help in selecting the proper tree, consult a nursery or
an arborist. For more information on tree selection and new
tree planting, visit www.treesaregood.com. To learn more
about trees and utilities, go to www.utilityarborist.org.
The International Society of Arboriculture (ISA), headquartered in Champaign, Illinois, is a nonprofit organization supporting tree-care research around the world. It
offers the only internationally recognized certification
program in the industry.
For more information, visit www.isa-arbor.com.
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Watch your mail for another
great sales postcard and pick up
our in-store flyer, too!

LOCATED ON U.S. ROUTE 1 IN ROCKPORT
PHONE: (207) 594-7754 • www.plants-unlimited.com
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Arbor Day Tree Planting Advice
National Arbor Day is just around the
corner, April 29. Everyone grab a shovel
and get ready to plant a tree. But wait —
before planting a tree make sure you know
how to do it correctly, advises the
International Society of Arboriculture
(ISA). How a tree is planted, and initially
maintained, makes all the difference in the
world. Too many people are content to simply plant a tree, but don’t ensure that the
tree has the chance to go on to live for
many years. “Planting a tree is making an
investment in the future,” says Sharon Lilly,
ISA educational director. “You must care
for and nurture your young tree so that it
will pay dividends for years to come.”
Tree Planting Tips
There are a few simple tips to remember
when planting your tree this spring:
Prepare the perfect hole for planting.
Dig the hole two to three times the
width of the root ball. Do NOT dig deeper
than root ball depth. Make the sides of the
hole slant gradually outward.
Prepare the roots.
For bareroot trees, neatly cut away any
broken or damaged roots. Soak the roots
for a few hours prior to planting to allow
them to absorb water.
Container-grown trees should have the
plastic or metal containers completely
removed. Carefully cut through any circling roots. Remove the top half of

pressed peat/paper containers.
Balled and Burlapped (“B&B”) trees
should have all of the ropes cut. Pull the
burlap at least 1/3 of the way down; slit
remaining burlap to encourage root
growth. If in a wire basket, cut away the
top of the basket.
Plant the tree.
Gently place the tree in the hole.
Partially backfill with the soil from the
hole, water to settle the soil, then finish
back-filling the hole. Tamp the soil gently,
but do not step on the root ball.
A Few Pointers
While you may have finished planting,
Arbor Day aficionados should remember
these final touches:
Remove tags and labels.
Do not stake unless the tree has a large
crown, or if the planting is situated on a site
where wind or people may push the tree
over. Stake for a maximum of one year.
Prune only the damaged branches.
Soak the soil well, making sure no air
pockets form between roots. Wait until
next year to fertilize.
Spread 2 to 3 inches of mulch over the
planting area, but do not place it up
against the trunk.
Be sure the root ball has plenty of water
throughout the year.
Anyone with questions regarding choosing the right tree or proper planting and

CNS PHOTO

maintenance is advised to contact an ISAcertified arborist. ISA certified arborists
have completed extensive and rigorous
testing to ensure their knowledge on the
latest techniques in tree care, and are
required to pursue continuing education
units in order to remain certified.

COURTESY OF

USDA NRCS

For additional information on planting
and other tree care topics, the ISA has a
complete line of consumer education
brochures, which can be viewed at
www.treesaregood.com.
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“The New Heavy Equipment Contender”
Introducing 20 HP - 75 HP Tractors

2015MDL
• 20 HP, 3 Cyl. DSL Engine
• 4 Wheel Drive
• ML104 Loader with 915 Lb.
Lift Capacity
• 1,820 Lb. Tractor Weight
• 48” Bucket w/Hook
• 6x2 Transmission

3-Year
Warranty

$11,990*

4500MDL
• 42 HP, 3 Cyl. DSL Engine
• 2WD
• 8x2 Transmission
• 1 Rear Remote
• 4,752 Lb. Tractor Weight

$11,990*

4110MDL

How Do We Compare?
• 3-Year Warranty
• Factory Trained Service Technicians
• Heavier Weight than the Competition in Most
Cases
• Your Choice of Agricultural or Industrial Tires

* Price includes all factory discounts, 4.9%

3-Year
Warranty

• 41 HP, 4 Cyl. DSL Engine
• 4 Wheel Drive
• ML112 Loader with 1,975 Lb.
Lift Capacity
• 72” Bucket w/Hook
• SkidSteer Quick Coupler
• 12x12 Reverse Transmission
• 3,970 Lb. Tractor Weight
Cultivate

Cultivate
Your Your
Dreams
TM

financing from 1-5 years to qualified buyers.

3-Year
Warranty

Dreams

TM

$20,490*

HAMMOND TRACTOR CO.
(207) 785-4464
Route 17, Union
(877-HT-UNION)
877-488-6466

“A REAL TRACTOR FOR PEOPLE WITH WORK TO DO.”
Visit our New Web Site at www.hammondtractor.com
Monday - Friday 7:30-5 • Saturday 7:30 -noon
TOLL FREE

(207) 453-7131
Route 139, Fairfield
(877-HT-FAIRFIELD)
877-483-2473
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REALTOR

®

IRENE C. RIZKALLA, GRI
Broker - REALTOR®
Member MREIS
• Statewide Listing Service

(207) 372-8049

EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

LAURA ARMITAGE
Sales Agent

SUSAN SMITH-RIEDEL
Broker

ANGELA MAZZONI
Sales Agent

CINDY LANG
Associate Broker

NEW LISTING!

Newly renovated 3-bedroom, 2.5bath home with whirlpool in master, fireplace and great harbor lookout room with wet bar and deck.
Awesome harbor views! Part of waterfront subdivision on dead end road with three right-ofways to waterfront and beach. 2.5-acre lot. Martinsville/St. George $585,900

NEW LISTING!

Tenants Harbor: 3 bedrooms, 1 bath on
2+ acres with nice pond. Some harbor views
from property. Come enjoy the beautiful
coastal weather in St. George $189,000

525' WATER FRONTAGE

Tenants Harbor Village: 3bedroom, 2-bath home on 2
acres. Home has 1st-floor
master suite. Skylights everywhere for sunny living. Two
porches for mud-free entering. Real nice neighborhood
within walking distance of
harbor, Post Office, grocery
and restaurants. Yard has
raised veg. beds and raspberry
patch. Oversized garage with
workshop and lots of storage
space. Sweet, clean package in
St. George $299,500

Horse Point Road waterfront home
with 525' frontage. 5-bedroom, 21/2-bath Victorian-style home. Small
studio at water’s edge. Port Clyde
$950,000

NEW LISTING!
Master Craftsman Maynard
Tolman has been creating beautiful homes for many years in the
Mid-coast area. Come see his latest lovely home. Viking kitchen, 4
bedrooms, 3-1/2 baths, master
with separate shower and Jacuzzi,
over 4,000 sq. ft. of special home.
Home will have decks, and landscaping with blue stone patio and
stone walls. Rockport $875,000
5-year-old modern, 8 rooms, 2
baths, master bedroom with
bath, family room with pool
table, tons of storage, screened
porch, full-length deck and 2car garage. ROW to water and a
glimpse from the home.
Immaculate and beautifully
kept. Situated on a dead end
road in an exceptional residential area. St. George $479,900

3 bedrooms, 1 bath, full basement, fireplace, with limited
water views. Nice home, pretty
yard and many possibilities.
Owls Head 199,500

Stunningly renovated contemporary with 2 BRs, open floor plan,
water views, 5-minute walk to
beach. Spiral staircase to
den/office/guest room & attic
storage. St. George $349,000

LAND 35 acres of land, mostly wooded, building
permit, septic designed for 4-bedroom home. Warren $85,000
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WE DO IT ALL

Should you hire a house painter or do it yourself?
or many homeowners, the spring and summer
months are times to get those outdoor projects
started and completed. One of those warm-weather projects is house painting.
And while many choose to hire professionals to do the
job, the do-it-yourselfers tackle the tough task themselves. For those who choose to go it alone, there are
several things to consider.
Paint and wallpaper specialist Dan Metcalf says to
choose a color first. For many people, picking a color is
what they want help with the most.
Metcalf said accent colors are a big thing now. “Many
are choosing to use accent colors on their doors that are
totally different from their home’s color, like bright red
or pink to make it stand out,” he said.
Metcalf figures about 10 percent of his customers
come in with a picture or an idea of something they have
seen on television and they want to do something similar.
“Some also bring in pictures of a new roof or new shutters and we help match colors from there,” he said.
After the color is chosen, they decide what brand of
paint to buy. Most of today’s paint is acrylic.
Before homeowners are ready to actually begin the
painting process, Metcalf said prepping the house is
important. Old, loose paint should first be scraped by
hand or with a power washer.
Power washers can be rented for about $45 a day, which
is usually about all the time it takes to complete the job.
The main thing is to be sure all dirt is gone from the house.
“You never want to paint over dirt,” Metcalf said.
“The paint won’t adhere and will generally flake off
within a year.”
How much paint to use is another factor. “It just
depends on how bad the surface is,” said Metcalf. “And
with today’s paint colors, you usually need two coats.”
Metcalf said for older homes with bad surfaces a
primer coat might be necessary. And for those going
from a dark color to a light color, he usually suggests a
coat of primer followed by a couple of coats of paint.
Prior to painting, he also suggests caulking bad areas
around door frames, windows and edges. Paint looks better going over a smooth surface.
With the paint chosen and the surface area prepped,
some might want to get the job done quickly by renting a
paint sprayer. But Metcalf doesn’t suggest it — he thinks
a sprayer is a tool best left to the professional painter.
“If you don’t have the windows masked off good, or if
you aren’t trained to use one, the paint can drift and you
may end up with it on your car,” he said.
“I tell people to hire out the help if there is going to
be extensive prep work or maybe if the heights would be
dangerous,” paint and restoration contractor Doug Pierce
said. “In the long run, you aren’t saving any money if
someone ends up injured.”
And, Pierce also points out that most professionals put
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SOLID/FLUE
Chimney Savers
Poured Chimney Liners
as Seen 4 Times on
“This Old House”

Chimney Services
★ Evaluations ★ Restorations
★ Cleaning

Installations
★ Excel Chimney Systems
★ Direct Vent Gas Venting
★ Chimney Lining for
Gas Fired Appliances

CNS PHOTO BY
CHARLIE NEUMAN

a guarantee on their work. “I personally guarantee my
paint work for one year,” he said. “That, along with the
guarantee by the paint company, is very good.”
Pierce said a lot of homeowners look to professionals
because of time. “By hiring someone, they don’t have to
chase down the paint or do the prep work,” he said.
If you do take on the job yourself, it’s not a big secret
how to get a good-looking paint job, according to Metcalf.
“For the flat surfaces, just use a paint roller,” Metcalf
said. “For trim work use a brush. That’s about all you
would need.”

$150 of Free
Accessories with Any
Stove Purchase!

BY BRENDA PROTZ ©Copley News Service

Mazzeo’s Gets
National Award
Mazzeo’s Chimney & Stoves retail shop in Rockland
won one of seven national Vermont Castings 2005
Dealer Appreciation Awards at the annual Hearth Expo
held this March in Atlanta, Georgia.
CFM, Specialty Home Products, the parent company
of Vermont Castings, named Mazzeo’s the Best Retail
Wood Stove Store Display in their North America dealer network.
In recognition of their sales and service of the
Vermont Castings product line, Mazzeo’s Stoves was
also designated a Vermont Castings Premiere Gold
Dealership and was awarded the exclusive selling
rights to the Vermont Castings gas stoves and fireplace
line for the midcoast Maine dealer territory.

E.L. SPEAR, INC.

★ EPA Rated as Cleanest Burning Line
★ Built-in Ash Pan and Stay-Clean Glass
★ Solid Cast-Iron Made in the USA

GAS & CHARCOAL
Webber
Broil King

SINCE 1900
10 Payne Ave. (U.S. Rte. 1) – Rockland • Tel. 594-4331

Every DUTCHWEST
Wood Stove Features:

GRILLS

L U M B E R & H A R D WA R E

We Deliver!
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We Stock Cabot Stains

We're all DECKED out!

STAINLESS STEEL
Starting at$399

Big
Gr eenEg g
ESTABLISHED 1974

Let us supply
your next deck
Choose from:
Spruce, Pressure Treated,
Knotty Red Cedar, Correct Deck,
Cambara, Mangaris & Fir

Store Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 7:00-5:00
Sat. 7:30-4:00
Sun. 9:00-4:00

Wide Selection of
Posts, Caps, Rails & Lattice Work

“THE BUILDERS CHOICE FOR OVER 105 YEARS”

Chimney
& Stoves

596-6496
Rte. 90, Rockland

www.mazzeosinc.com
Tues.–Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
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The only thing more wondrous
than Nova Scotia itself is the
fact that you get there so fast...

Next Stop: Nova Scotia.
After the wedding is over and you are ready to relax and begin your
new life together, explore the unique culture of Nova Scotia. From
Bar Harbor, THE CAT whisks you across the ocean at highway
speeds. On board, enjoy food and beverage choices, try your luck in
the casino, see what’s playing in the TV-movie lounges, browse the
duty-free shop or just enjoy the amazing views.
In Nova Scotia enjoy the renowned hospitality and charm, one of the
more than 800 festivals, or just the natural beauty of the province.
Nova Scotia is the perfect destination for the rest of your wedding.
And remember, your dollar goes further in Canada.

For package information call 1-888-249-SAIL
or visit www.catferry.com

the high-speed catamaran from BAY ferries
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The latest trend for
homeowners is to create an
outdoor environment that
feels like a room.
“Outdoor living space” is
all the buzz, according to
Wade Velten, president of a
landscaping company.
These spaces offer respite
and recreation beyond your
basic patio or deck; and
they can be as elaborate as
cooking at a complete outdoor kitchen or as informal
as sitting around a fire pit.
In any case, people are
gravitating outdoors after a
long day at work. For those
who enjoy cooking and dining outdoors, they might not
even need to go indoors. It’s
almost as if you can take the
roof and walls off your own
indoor kitchen. Everything
from masonry grills, countertops, ice makers, wine
racks, cabinets, tables and
chairs — and even the
kitchen sink — is moving
outside. Some enthusiasts
have even strung chandeliers
from trees.
There are many ways to
create the outdoor living
space that you want by
determining your budget and
your desires (and probably compromising
somewhere in between).
“Adding a brick patio is a great way to
extend and create an outdoor living
space,” Velten said. “It may be in the corner of your property where you have a
cluster of trees, where you can add plants
and some screening.
“Key elements are usually fire pits,
fountains, water gardens and custom grills.
You may want to plan for a seating area
using arbors, pergolas and trellises or
some type of privacy fence to create a
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comes to creating your outdoor room.
If you want to purely
relax and not even worry
CNS PHOTO COURTESY OF
about watering plants or
BUCKLEY’S PRAIRIE LANDSCAPING.
your lawn, irrigation systems may be installed, as
well. For a typical home,
costs range from $2,500 to
$4,500.
Why are these outdoor
living spaces growing in
popularity?
“I think it’s what we all
experience — too much
hustle and bustle,” Velten
said. “People aren’t looking
to the big-screen TV to
relax. They want to be outdoors to listen to Mother
Nature. You can cook, read
or just talk with your kids.”
Velten said it is very
important to communicate
to the landscape bidder
what you desire and then
discuss changes if any are
needed.
He also said to take
advantage of existing elevation changes by incorporating retaining walls and/or
staircases.
If you want to design and
install your own outdoor
living space, he recomnumber of people you want to entertain,
mends bringing in photos from several
the season you’ll be using it and even the
angles to the garden center. That way the
time of day. A pergola would be a good
staff can help come up with ideas.
structure, for example, to block the noonAnd remember, the “room” can evolve
to-5 sun.
over the years as more permanent strucIf you live in the country, you might
tures are phased in. Eventually, you end
need a wind break.
up with a great place to host parties. Or,
Also, your interest in gardening must
you can just sit back and enjoy the atmosbe weighed. If you like gardening, then
phere all by yourself.
bright annual flowers would be beneficial.
The idea quite simply is to get away
Perennials, on the other hand, would work from it all right in your own yard.
for those who want minimal plant care.
BY MAUREEN SQUIRES
The sky is really the limit when it
®Copley News Service
With the trend to spend more time
relaxing and entertaining outdoors,
patios that add living space and
enjoyment are more in demand.

OUTER SPACES

Elaborate patios are the latest in ‘living rooms’
kind of enclosure.”
All the elements need to come together
in an architectural style you want, while
not obscuring the best views of your yard.
First, you need to determine the basics.
Would you be happy with a hammock
swinging from a tree or more of a fullscale outdoor entertainment area?
Another consideration is size of the
area. If it is too small for a fire pit, which
needs to be at least 40 feet from the house,
maybe a chiminea would work.
Other things to consider are furniture,

Featuring Dovetailed Drawers,
Thick Drawer Sides & Bottoms

QUALIT Y FURNITURE
Over 200 Different
Quality Furniture
Products
From
Porch Rockers
to Corner Cupboards

Don’t be
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6-Drawer Wardrobe
$
95
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Large Entertainment
with Side Towers
$
95

999
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Triple Hutch
$
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Most Products
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Quality Unfinished
Furniture Built Locally

Rte. 1,Thomaston town line • www.woodsmithsfurniture.com • 207-593-9388
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Coldwell Banker Soundvest Properties

Call Brenda
(207) 354-0233 Ext. 102

Cell 975-0233
bpendle@soundvest.com - www.soundvest.com

Convenient and efficient townhouse at
Schooner Drive in Rockland. A spacious 3-bedrm, 2-bath home close to the
Samoset, harbor and shopping!
$249,000

One-floor living in this new home!
Open and sunny floor plan, tons of
storage, master bdrm has bath w/ oversized tile shower. 2 more bedrms and
full bath, kitchen w/cent. island, sliders
to rear deck. 2.6 acres in Lincolnville.
$199,000

Affordable in-town home, new Cape,
large kitchen open to dining and living
rooms, one bedroom and bath, second
floor w/ full dormer will accommodate
2 bedrms and a bath. Full basement,
deck and garage. $165,000

Tucked away in the woods, this Cape
has been renovated with quality in
mind. 1st fl master and bath w/ Jacuzzi
and large tiled shower, cherry kitchen,
top-quality appliances, wood floors,
stone fireplace, 2 rooms and a bath up.
$299,000

MAINTENANCE

FREE

OUTDOOR FURNITURE
The outside will deceive you! This
home boasts 4 bedrms, 2 on the first
floor, 2 baths, well-appointed new
kitchen, fam. rm. and living room. Large
yard with plenty of room for gardening
and detached 2-car garage! $279,000

Beautiful mountain views from this
immaculate 2-bedroom, 2-bath ranch,
kitchen, dining and sun room. Freshly
updated throughout. Detached 2-car
garage, storage shed and 2+/- acres of
level lawn! $199,000

Made from recycled plastic bottles and containers that are permeated with UV stabilized
coloring that is consistent throughout the
entire product. Have the look of traditional
painted wood furniture with no maintenance.

LAND

In-town Victorian with wood floors,
original woodwork and high ceilings,
new deck, siding, gutters and windows.
Corner lot, close to the harbor.
$189,000

Build your dream home on this 2+/acre lot with frontage on the Oyster
River, surveyed and soil tested, partially cleared. Enjoy the peacefulness in
this quality neighborhood! $58,000

Coldwell Banker
Soundvest Properties
153 Main Street • Thomaston, ME 04861
www.soundvest.com

We make
tiful
homes beau

Furniture
Area Rugs
Mattresses

PRINCE 'S
F U R N I T U R E

594-3000 • 1-800-281-3796 • Rte. 90, Rockland • Tues.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

www.princesfurniture.com
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ERA® Cousens Realty 596-6433
310 Main Street, Rockland, Maine
Visit us at www.eracousens.com

CE!
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NEW

This comfortable, economical 3-BR, 2-bath
home has a separate 1-BR in-law apt. w/separate heat systems & utilities. There’s a new
enclosed porch & storage shed. Camden
$165,000

This is a custom-built and privately located
home on 2 treed acres. The home features 3
BRs, 2 baths, wood & tile floors, a large tanning deck, a finished basement and custom
cabinetry in the kitchen and living room.
Cushing $257,000

This is a special 125-acre parcel with abundant
wildlife, multiple building sites and an established access road. This is a unique property!
Somerville $174,900

FEATURED PROPERTY
This 7-room home excites all the senses with
glorious views and 194' of ocean frontage and
a well-manicured acre of lawns, gardens &
trees. Watch the sailboats from your front yard.
Spruce Head $919,000

Here’s park living at its finest at Sandy Shores
RV Park with fishing, swimming, tennis and a
pool. Plan this summer’s getaway now!
Warren $59,900

This 4-BR 1800 restored Cape boasts a large
.4-acre lot on the outskirts of town, a large
workshop w/many potential uses, wood floors,
a 1st floor BR & bath & a 2-car garage.
Experience comfort & craftsmanship.
Rockland $208,000

E!
RIC
P
NEW

Planning on building this spring? Consider
this 10-acre sun-drenched parcel with 400+/feet on the river – it might just be the perfect
spot for your dream home! Warren $90,000

NEW LISTING!

Circa 1890 Victorian townhouse located in a family-oriented

neighborhood close to employment and cultural centers. Two

units, each with three bedrooms, fireplace, newer heat systems

This 7-room home w/3 BRs and 1.5 baths set
in a quiet location boasts a new 3-zone furnace, hardwood floors, and awesome barn.
Save on gas! Walk to schools, shopping,
museums and the waterfront. Refurbished!
Rockland $185,000

and the charm and elegance of the era. Rockland $223,346

Complementing the natural beauty of the Maine
Coast w/ 3.6 acres and 430' of deepwater frontage
and a detached 2-car garage with an apt. on the
2nd floor, this amenity-loaded post-and-beam
home boasts 8 rooms with 3 fireplaces, a conservatory and an elevator! St. George $1,800,000

Nestled on .79 acres, this house boasts 3 BRs,
2 full baths, wood floors, fireplaces and a fully
finished basement. Walk to downtown and the
harbor in Rockland $425,000

“We Will Sell
Your House,
Or ERA
Will Buy It!”®

Enjoy million-dollar views from this 3-BR
contemporary w/granite countertops, 2 decks,
an open floor plan, 2 moorings, a dock and an
in-law suite. There are 1.2 acres & 203 feet on
the water. Waterfront Fantasia in St. George
$859,900

OnlyERA Real Estate has
the Sellers Security® Plan

This is an established horse farm w/176 acres,
a 10-stall barn, paddocks & fields. There are
2 homes and 2,500+ ft. of river frontage. This
is a horse lover’s paradise!! Union $1,295,000

Choose your lot and watch your house be
built. A 1-acre treed lot will be ‘home’ to this
28 x 40 3-BR, 2-bath Cape. Tailor made in
Cushing $237,000

This delightful 3-BR home on a 2+/- acre lot
boasts an insulated, heated garage, a private
rear yard & a wildlife-watching rear deck.
Fetching in Washington $147,500
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Tropical
orchids
brighten up
even the
grayest days
If this year’s cold midwinter days left you starved for
sunshine and color, take heart. An indoor orchid garden
may be just the answer to brighten up next winter’s
grayest days.
Gardeners with as little as a few feet of shelving can
grow spectacular tropical orchids such as those raised by
Lana and John Benedict in the basement of their home.
“Today it’s 10 degrees outside and there is absolutely no
color except the white snow and dark trees,” says Lana.
“But our growing area is a sunshiny room with some of
the most beautiful colors in the world — oranges, purples, yellows, faded greens, beautiful pinks and reds —
and a smell that is just heavenly.”
Orchids need a full spectrum of light at least 10 hours
a day. In addition to light, they need temperatures
between 60 and 80 degrees. The plants like it warm during the day and cooler at night.
Like the Benedicts, Maria Baisier started from scratch
with one plant more than a decade ago without any experience and quickly came to love her new hobby. “You get
addicted to it once you have one,” Baisier says. “It lifts
my spirits. They are like my babies. My children live far
away, and the orchids are something to take care of.”
The anticipation and excitement of seeing a spike and
then having it bloom, she says, “helps you mentally and
emotionally. And, for a lot of people who live in a small,
dark home, winter can become depressing. The increased
light and color are like heaven on earth.”
Orchids will grow successfully in everything from a
sunroom to a sunny window to a terrarium.
The main thing to remember, Baisier says, is that all
varieties of orchids like different conditions — more or
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DELICATE FLOWERS

The phalaenopsis is an easy orchid variety good for beginners. It will bloom in a sunny, east-, west- or south-facing window, in indirect light, with no
greenhouse or grow lights required — and the blooms can last up to three months. CNS PHOTO BY MICHAEL BROWN.

less light, warmth, humidity, fertilizer, rest period, etc.
To get started, she recommends starting with an easy
variety such as the phalaenopsis. It will bloom in a
sunny, east-, west- or south-facing window, in indirect
light, with no greenhouse or grow lights required — and
the blooms can last up to three months.
“For a profusion of bloom and color, combine varieties with similar preferences, such as the phalaenopsis
and paphiopedilum, or the cattleyas and dendrobium.
The large, gorgeous oncidium corsage orchids can grow
successfully with the cattleyas and dendrobium, too,”
Baisier says.

BY DIANNE CROWN ©Copley News Service

— Orchids are epiphytes — they grow in the air, not
potting soil. For convenience, they are potted, but the
growing medium is usually a mixture of bark, packing
peanuts, perlite, coconut hulls and other chunky material
that allows for air circulation around the roots.
— They like a lot of humidity, more than 50 percent
at all times. To increase your growing-area moisture, set
orchid pots in gravel-filled humidity trays, provide a
cool-air mister, or just spray-mist the air once a day.
— Gently circulate the air in your growing area with
a small fan.
— Select shade-loving varieties unless you have a
sunroom.

From A to Z… All Your Appliance Needs!

Design Inspirations by Wood-Mode

Customer Showrooms
18 Spring St.
Belfast, ME
338-3359

Appliance Village

Financing Available • Free Delivery
Main St., Rockland • 594-2929
Need parts? 1-800-215-9867
www.kelseys.homeappliances.com
e-mail: kelseys@gwi.net
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EXPECT SUCCESS!
14B School Street
Rockland
207-594-4455
rockland@greenkeefe.com

OPPORTUNITY

CAMDEN - MOTIVATED SELLER!
This nicely kept 3-br. ranch offers a beautiful stone FP, hardwood floors, full walkout
basement & a relaxing deck. Megunticook
River frontage, too! MLS#682773
$218,800

LINCOLNVILLE - Expansive views, fabulous sunsets, and wonderful privacy come
with this sunny 3-br. Cape. Property
includes 8+/- acres of lawn, meadow &
woods— small farm pond & apple trees, too.
MLS# 719380 $364,900

Visit us at www.greenkeefe.com

WATERFRONT - OWLS HEAD Fabulous views of the Rockland breakwater
and your very own ocean frontage accompany this comfortable home. Fireplace, hardwood floors, daylight basement, 2-car
garage. End-of-road location. MLS#727954
$595,000

OWLS HEAD - This contemporary home is
surrounded by 2+/- acres of wooded privacy.
3 brs., 2 baths, great sunporch, room to grow.
ROW to the beach included, too — look forward to those warm summer days!
MLS#730864 $375,000

ROCKLAND - This picturesque Victorian
offers pretty views across the harbor to
Studio space over the
Owls Head.
garage/workshop. 4 brs., 2.5 baths. Nice!
MLS#734948 $269,000

ROCKLAND - The views from this 3-br., 2bath contemporary are amazing! Deck, pristine wood floors, granite FP & custom
kitchen. Spacious lower level has views as
well and would make the perfect family
room. Borders Marine Park in South End.
MLS#736835 $485,000

ROCKLAND - This antique Cape has been
totally renovated but remains unspoiled. 3
brs., 2.5 baths, 2 decks and a pretty fireplace. Lots of space in the 3-car garage and
over an acre close to town. MLS#740759
$319,000

ROCKLAND - This classic Maine farmhouse has much to offer: 3 brs., wood floors,
HW heat, attached barn and a pretty backyard to play in. With permits, could be a
home/ business situation! MLS#664573
$159,900

ROCKLAND - Excellent Value - 8-yearold Cape in wonderful condition. 3 brs., 2
baths, Jacuzzi, large deck and a great yard
for your outdoor enjoyment. Convenient
location. MLS#721111 $177,000

ROCKPORT - This 3-br. contemporary
offers a quiet setting, very low maintenance
and convenient 1st floor living. Just minutes
to shopping in either Rockland or Camden.
MLS# 716205 $375,000

ROCKPORT - A spacious 1.5 +/- acre lot
surrounds this c.1820’s Cape. Perfect for
one-floor living. Small outbuilding. The
storage and garage space is remarkable! This
lovely home has been in the same family for
five generations. MLS#707115 $249,000

SO. THOMASTON - This 3 br., stick-built
Cape sits on a 1-acre lot in a great country
location! The 2 baths are tiled and you’ll find
pretty hardwood floors in the LR and DR.
The full daylight basement would make a
great workshop! MLS#729195 $289,000

TENANTS HARBOR - Here’s an intriguing Maine farmhouse offering 3 brs. and an
inviting country kitchen. The spacious 2level barn would be perfect for a gallery or
workshop! MLS#711530 $240,000

WATERFRONT - THOMASTON - How
about living where you work? A custombuilt, 10-room Colonial nestled on 3.5+/wooded acres with Oyster River frontage. 3bay garage with heated workshop and Rte. 1
frontage! MLS#716820 $469,500

LAND FOR YOUR NEW HOME

UNION - Looking for business space or
storage? Live in this spacious Gambrel
home and use the huge detached barn for
your project! 20+/- acres. Motivated!
MLS#723322 $379,000

WARREN - Fall in love with this home!
Delightful perennial gardens, fieldstone FP,
French doors, private backyard & open living space are yours with this sweet cottage.
Enjoy your own 12+/- acres! MLS#720486
$275,000

NEW LISTING-APPLETON - 1 +/- acre, lightly wooded home site. $30,900
APPLETON - 92 acres & 1000’ of Medomak River frontage atop Thurston Mountain.
Hunting, fishing, privacy! MLS#705731 $135,000
LINCOLNVILLE - 1.8+/- acres in wooded, newer subdivision with protective covenants.
MLS#733350 $38,000
LINCOLNVILLE - 2.8 acres plus a ROW to Pitcher Pond. Soils tested & surveyed, too!
MLS#735264 $72,500
LINCOLNVILLE - 1.3+/- acres in a quiet location near Pitcher Pond. MLS#735253
$42,500
NOBLEBORO - 2.75+/- acres across from Damariscotta Lake & town landing.
MLS#680419 $79,000
OWLS HEAD - WATERFRONT - 3.3+/- acres of open field and 390’ on Coopers Beach.
MLS#733342 $649,000
ROCKLAND - Large, 14+/- acre parcel close to in-town Rockland. MLS#727250
$59,900
ROCKLAND - COMMERCIAL - Prime Rte. 1 location. 0.77 acres near Walmart &
Home Depot. MLS#727194 $275,000
WARREN - 1.9+/- acres with birch, pine, stone walls & views of Camden Hills.
MLS#732549 $34,500
WARREN - Privacy on your own 45+/- acres! Stream & trails, mostly wooded.
MLS#712922 $80,000
NEW LISTING - UNION - WATERFRONT - 2+/- acres with 300’ of frontage on
Sennebec Pond. $159,900
UNION - 70+/- acre parcel with views of Seven Tree Pond & surrounding countryside.
MLS#726015 $169,000
UNION - Great visibility with this Rte. 17 & Payson Road location. Home/business possibilities on 2+/- acres. $53,000

WALDOBORO - 15+/- acres, a 24’ x 30’
barn and a new contemporary Cape make
this the perfect home for your horses and
you! Gourmet kitchen, fenced paddock. Just
a stone’s throw from Friendship Harbor!
MLS#740369 $629,000

WARREN - Cozy, country Cape just waiting for new owners! 3 brs., 1 bath, full basement, FHW heat and lots of room to grow.
Almost an acre on a quiet road. Convenient
location, close to Rte. 90 and Thomaston.
MLS#706715 $124,900
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For Spring Fever,
It’s Just What
The Doctor
Ordered.
FTD
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CE 19 10

®

$

2.29 Pack

Celebrate the season with beautiful
bright pansies. It’s one of the fastestacting cures to chase the winter blues
away. And right now, pansies are
specially priced.

DEAN’S FLOWER SHOP
AND
GREENHOUSES
All major credit cards accepted
Mon.-Fri. 8-5 • Sat. 8-4
594-8008 • 1-800-552-1051
325 Old County Road, Rockland, ME

Taft’s Roofing & Siding
Free Estimates, Fully Insured
Established Since 1968
207-372-8939

372-0669

HO M E I N S P E C T IO N S
A.B.I. & Associates
H O M E

I N S P E C T I O N S

A B O V E B OA R D . O N T I M E .
W E D O MO B I L E HO M E
TIE DOWNS
OFFICE PH: 236-2060
CELL PH: 542-8930
fax: 470-1000
R O C K P O R T, M E

Butterfly Gardening CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
nias, to fill out the border banquet. Select flowers with
many small tubular flowers or florets — liatris, goldenrod
and verbena, for example — or those with single flowers,
such as French marigold, Shasta daisy and sunflower.
In addition to planting for those beauties on wings, you
also need to offer food plants for their larvae. Caterpillars
may not be your favorite life form — although your kids
might disagree with you — but you will have only a fleeting glimpse of butterflies passing through unless you provide some nourishment for their juvenile (larval) stage.
Many of those sources are trees and shrubs, at least a few
of which probably already grow in your yard — willows,
poplars, cherry trees and spicebush, for example — but
they also include herbs, such as dill, fennel, angelica and
parsley, and weedy plants like common milkweed and
thistles. One of the best-known butterflies, the monarch,
lays its eggs only on milkweed, and its larvae feed on the
plant. The weediness of some host plants makes them less
than desirable for a space within your more attractive garden beds, but they serve the same function if you place
them away in a corner of the yard. To keep them from
becoming invasive, remember to
remove their spent blooms before
they go to seed.
Planning a Child’s Garden

Combine butterfly plants with
your other perennials, annuals and
herbs in existing beds, or create a
separate garden area especially for
the kids. The size of the garden
should suit the age of your children; even a space as small as 3
feet by 6 feet will hold enough
flowers to attract a few butterflies.
If the kids lose interest partway
through the season and the garden
gets weedy, don’t worry: neatness
counts for very little to a butterfly.
Color, however, is important.
Butterflies are attracted to flowers first by their color, and
a swath of bright orange butterfly weed or red salvia is easier for them to see than individual or isolated plants. After
color, fragrance follows in significance; butterflies have a
keen sense of smell.
Site: Find the sunniest spot in the yard for the garden.
Butterflies need the heat of the sun to raise their body temperatures, which helps them fly.
Plants: Ideally, plan a garden your children can grow
from seeds they sow outdoors. Some perennials germinate
well in the outdoor garden: chives, butterfly weed, coneflowers, meadow rue (Thalictrum), liatris, and yarrow
(Achillea), to name a few. They may not, however, bloom
the first year from seed, so include annuals in the plan. For
younger children, ages 3 to 7 or 8, use annuals with large
seeds, such as marigolds and zinnias, which are easy for
small hands to sow. Sow seeds in color groups, rather than
sprinkling them through the bed.
Accessories: Incorporate a few rocks in the design.
Butterflies often rest on rocks, which reflect the heat of the

sun. Edge the garden with rounded rocks, put a small pile
towards one side, or make a path through the flowers with
flat stepping stones. Create a place where water can collect
with a concave rock or a pot saucer filled with wet sand
(Moisten the sand periodically if it doesn’t rain).
Butterflies “puddle” in such spots — the perfect opportunity for kids to watch them up close.
Pot Up a Butterfly Garden

Create a haven for butterflies without a lot of space by
planting flowers and herbs in containers.
• Choose a window box or other rectangular planter; fill
it to overflowing with upright and trailing plants.
• Group three or four large containers together in the
corner of a patio or deck and plant one flower variety in
each.
• Plant trailing annuals, such as petunia and verbena, in
hanging baskets overhead.
• The warmth of reflected sun on a wood deck or flagstone patio is just what butterflies need. Include a saucer of
wet sand to provide a welcome puddling spot.
The Garden Science Lab

Hold a few “field trips” in the
backyard during the spring and
summer.
• See if the kids can spot eggs
the butterflies have laid on the
undersides of leaves or on flower
buds. They may find one to a leaf
or a mass of tiny eggs.
• Let them hold caterpillars in
their hands; light as air, caterpillars
tickle a little as they crawl.
• Search for chrysalises
attached to twigs or blades of
grass. The hard shell of a chrysalis
encases the pupa, which becomes a
butterfly, usually over a period of
two to three weeks. You can discover chrysalises any time of year;
some butterflies, in fact, spend winter in the pupa stage and
emerge in spring.
• With a regional field guide in hand, try to identify the
various butterflies that come to the garden to sip nectar.
You can also look on the Web sites of The Butterfly Guide
(www.butterflies.com), which lists butterflies by state, and
the North American Butterfly Association (www.naba.
org) for more information.
Life Stages of a Butterfly: 1) egg; 2) larva = caterpillar;
3) pupa = chrysalis; 4) adult = butterfly.
More Plants for Butterflies: Butterflies like these plants
for nectar: borage, agastache, dill, asters, fennel, butterfly
bush, milkweed, coreopsis, mints, goldenrod, parsley,
lantana, passion vine, lavender, pearly everlasting,
mistflower, snapdragon, tithonia, pentas, salvias,
and many trees and shrubs.
by Eleanore Lewis,
courtesy National Garden Bureau, Inc.
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✺ TREE WORK
PRUNING • TREE REMOVALS
• PLANTING

✺ STONEWORK
WALKWAYS • PATIOS • STEPS • LANDSCAPE DESIGN
• BLUE STONE • FLAG STONE
• COBBLE STONE • BRICK
• WE’RE ROCK STARS

✺ COMPLETE LANDSCAPING
SERVICE
LAWN INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE
Residential & Commercial
Licensed • Insured

542-7267

Open 6:30-5:00 Mon.–Fri. • 7:00–4:00 Sat. • 8:00–12:00 Sun.
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Remodeling Report CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
REALTOR magazine, the report serves as a tool for real
estate professionals and their clients who are considering
which improvements will add value.
The report is organized by project. Each one is evaluated in 53 cities across the country and organized by
region — East, Midwest, South and West. A detailed
description of what each renovation entails, including its
size and construction parameters, is provided.
For several projects, such as a “Major Kitchen
Remodel,” a midrange version and an upscale version are
evaluated separately. The report gives the national averages
for the job cost and resale value of each project, as well.
“The customer is always asking, ‘What do I do to my
home to prepare to sell it two or five years down the
road?’” says Tom Stevens, president-elect of the National
Association of Realtors. “‘What return can I expect on
the investment in my property?’ Realtors can sit down
with potential sellers and help them to position and stage
their home to put it on top in the marketplace.”
A common project, a midrange “Major Kitchen
Remodel” — updating an outmoded 200-square-foot
kitchen with new cabinets, appliances, sink and fixtures,
flooring, paint and trim — will cost $39,429 in
Jacksonville, Fla., and add $22,400 to the home’s resale
value, which is a 56.8 percent return. The same job costs
$45,762 in Las Vegas and adds resale value of $36,955,
for an 80.8 percent return. The national average is a
$42,660 job cost with $33,890 added resale value.
Many factors contribute to how a remodel affects the
resale value of a home, says Stevens.
“A lot depends on the competition in that marketplace,” he says. But what do buyers expect? For starters,
they want the kitchen to be today’s kitchen, Stevens says,
with upgraded appliances and a fresh look for cabinets.
The return on these renovations also depends on the
value of the home compared to others in the neighborhood, the availability and cost of new homes, and the
changes in property values — an upward trend almost
everywhere in the United States in recent years.
The hotter the market, the greater the return on any
project. In New Orleans, a “Family Room Addition”
costs $47,756 and adds $64,400 in resale value — a
whopping 134.9 percent return. In the same category, a
renovation in San Diego yields a 107.5 percent return;
Albany, N.Y., 103.1 percent; Providence, R.I., 95.8 percent; and Minneapolis, 91.5 percent. Add on the same
family room in Detroit for $61,533 (well above the
national average job cost of $52,562) and the resale
added value is only $21,000, or a 34.1 percent return.
“The report helps consumers determine if something
is worth doing to put their home on par with others or to
give it a competitive advantage,” Stevens says.
However, a family must also weigh the importance of
quality of life when planning changes to their home.
“I’ve had friends say, ‘We are thinking about putting
in a pool and we’d like to know if we would recover our
money,’” Stevens says. “Then they say, ‘We’d like the
pool for our kids, to make our home a meeting place for
them and for their friends. We plan to stay here for five

years.’ Studies show that they won’t recover all the
money — but some. Yet it comes down to their needs.”
Few people have enough money or time to tackle all
desired changes and additions to their home at once.
Making sound home-remodeling decisions means doing
some research and setting priorities. Because Realtors
track the property sales in their market, they typically
have a good sense of what value an improvement will
have given the current conditions. Homeowners interested in learning more should contact a Realtor (www.realtor.com) in their area.
BY DEIRDRE O’SHEA ®Copley News Service

Kitchen and Bathroom
Remodeling “Do’s and
Don’ts”
Don’t do it yourself. Remodeling a bedroom, dining
room or family room is very different than taking on the
challenge of a kitchen or bathroom. A specialized designer should be brought in to figure logistics, suggest proper
materials and make a functional and cost-efficient room
that specifically reflects your taste, style and personality.
This is not a do-it-yourself project. Call for help on your
next kitchen and/or bathroom remodeling project.
Do think of resale value. You may be happy in your
home and think you’ve settled for good — but don’t be
too sure. Sometimes being too “unique” means regrets
down the road, so, especially for a first remodeling project, we suggest sticking to the basics and putting thought
into what others would like about your kitchen as much
as you do. Someone else might own it one day, and
you’ll want to make sure you get your money’s worth for
your hard-earned remodeling job.
Don’t overspend. Set a budget at the beginning of
your project including room for additional charges, and
don’t go over that amount — no matter what. Be proactive and figure out what you want during the months
leading up to the renovation. If you want more than you
can have, make a conscious decision to pick one or the
other based on necessity and future projects, if one can
or can’t be added down the road.
Do pick a qualified professional. Choose a designer in
your area; meet with them and trade ideas and suggestions. Make sure they’re qualified. Ask to see past projects and/or a portfolio and discuss your budget. It’s also
a good idea to ask for references and check out showrooms or stores if possible. Pick the designer that satisfies your taste and style most. A good designer will work
closely with you until your dream home comes true.
Fixtures…Designer Plumbing Showroom is a proud
member of the National Kitchen & Bath Association
(NKBA) and is qualified to assist with your kitchen
and/or bathroom remodeling project. For more information, visit www.fixturesme.com or call 594-3291.
— from Fixtures…Designer Plumbing Showroom, Rockland

MID COAST
CARPENTRY
WE GET IT DONE!
Custom Homes
Classic Renovations
Painting
Kitchens & Bathrooms
Call Us for Large or Small Jobs
Commercial St., Rockport • 542-9004
Ron Marr & Jeff Sewell

BX23
Sub-Compact Tractor,Loader,Backhoe
• 22 HP
• 4WD

• 3 Point Hitch
• Power Steering

r 36
*0%ofnoths
M

Also available
w/48" Mower Deck
& Loader

$16,390

BX1500

5*

$10,79

*To qualified buyers through KCC. See dealer for details.

UNION FARM EQUIPMENT

Barley Joe Farm

Celebrating Over 50 Years of Quality Sales and Service
“The Friendly Folks” • Established 1949

visit our Web Site at www.unionfarmequip.com
1-800-935-7999 or 785-4451 • 1893 Heald Highway (Rte. 17), Union
Mon.-Sat. 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. • Open ALL Day Saturday

Telephone 273-6154 • Route 90, Warren, Maine

~ Season Opening April 30 ~
Annuals
& Vegetable Plants

Hanging Pots
• New Guinea Impatiens........ .10"
• Standard Geranium
Hanging Pot....................... ...10"
• Fuchsia Hanging Pot.......... .....8"
• Petunias
Hanging Pot...........................10"
• Fuchsia & Ivy Geraniums..... 10"
• Colorful Mixed Varieties .......12"

• German & English Ivy
• Variegated Vinca - pack of
Many Varieties of Petunias

We can custom make your
planter arrangements

cards • toys
gourmet kitchenware

435 main street • rockland • 594-9246

Gift Certificates
Pansies and
Johnny Jump-ups

Geraniums

Ready-Made Arrangements Available
“It’s worth the drive to find us on Rte. 90”

2 mi.

Barley
Joe’s
Rockland

6 mi.

Camden

Ro
ute
1

Route 90

Route 17

Waldoboro

Route 1

7am-5pm
7 Days a We
ek

Route 131

OPEN

15

We appreciate your business.
Please come early because
we are limited in the amount
grown each year.

GARDEN TILLING
BUSH HOGGING
Light Trucking • Cottage Surveillance
Loam & Gravel Available

ALVIN W. CHASE SR.
CALL ME FOR BIG OR small JOBS
Home 354-9258 • Cell 542-9370
77 Ledge Rd., South Thomaston, ME 04858
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Kenniston
Realty

Contemporary waterfront Cape with deep water pier,
364’ frontage, includes attached garage, 2-4 bedrooms, 2-1/2 baths, and well-designed interior with
water views from most windows. Lovely home for the
most discriminating tastes. CUSHING - $1,300,000

New Listing - 1825 Cape, 4 bedrooms, garage, outbuilding, .49 acres with a large backyard. Bring your
ideas and give this great potential your TLC. Zoned
Neighborhood Commercial. ROCKLAND $139,900

Delightful 3-bedroom intown bungalow with 1920’s
styling. Nicely maintained woodwork, updated
kitchen and bath. Convenient location with easy
access to schools, playgrounds. ROCKLAND $175,000

Charming 3-bedroom, 1-1/2 bath home, close to town
and harbor with seasonal glimpses of the water from
1st floor and some views from the second. Large lot
zoned Res. B. Nice home, good location.
ROCKLAND - $189,900

Lovely four-bedroom waterfront Cape on Rackliff
Island with all the bells and whistles. Top quality in all
respects. Large beautifully landscaped yard. 3-bay
garage. Boat and mooring included SAINT
GEORGE - NEW PRICE $695,000

“Owner’s care” best describes this home. The central
focus is a large family room with gas stove, skylights
and atruim doors leading to a deck. Bath and laundry
area on the main floor - open kitchen area, large 2-bay
garage with storage on 2nd floor. SOUTH
THOMASTON - $240,000

Cozy new Cape in rural neighborhood. Nicely finished steps in front and back with porch. Dormers on
front. Eat-in kitchen, hot water heat, full basement.
Second-floor open chamber ready to finish.
THOMASTON - $162,500

Spacious 10-room village home, 4 bedrooms, eat-in
kitchen, double living room, deck, walk to shops and
the harbor. THOMASTON - $149,000

A new contemporary 3-bedroom home. Natural floors
and carpeting throughout. Hot water heat, one-car
garage. Granite and marble countertops, 3 baths.
THOMASTON - $189,500

Pleasant rural setting with a nice modern 2-bedroom
house plus 2-unit gambrel for rental income. A stong
rental history. This is really a must see!! WARREN $250,000

This well-known building offers multiple opportunities for the entrepreneur who is looking for Route One
exposure. Sale includes an 84-foot building with
approx. 3,744 square feet of first-floor space, full cellar, full attic and 4.15-acre lot. Call for additional
information. WARREN - $395,000

New Listing - Exceptionally efficient home. Upper
level - oak kitchen, dining area, pine floor living
room, 3 bedrooms and bath. Lower level - large family room, laundry room, storage and an oversized 2
(plus)-bay heated garage. Fenced-in area and lots of
other yard. WINDSOR - $164,500

Mike Lund - Broker, Gene Kenniston - Broker, Carol Holmes - Broker, Erik Jura - Broker
Evelyn Kalloch - Broker, Shirley Anderson - Sales Agent, Joan Sanborn - Sales Agent

428 Main Street, Rockland • 594-0603
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of elegance, color
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BY TAMARA BROWNING ©Copley News Service

Forget Candles!
A leaded-glass piece provides an elegant accent in the window space
between the kitchen and office of Judith Pensoneau-Feurer’s home.
CNS PHOTO BY BILL HAGEN

(hooks). They screw right in a beveled window,” Moore
said.
Large stained-glass windows also can be combined by
twos or threes for home decoration.
“Sometimes people will just take two of them and put
one at right angles and just stand it in a corner,” said
Moore, who obtains 50 percent of his stained glass from
Europe and the rest from the United States. “If you have
a 20-foot ceiling, you’ve got to have something pretty
big.”
Although not technically stained glass, the patterned,
leaded glass Pensoneau-Feurer’s late mother collected has
found new life above the kitchen sink, separating that
room from an office.
“She had part of it in her back door and part of it was
in the barn,” Pensoneau-Feurer said. “So we put it back
together and used it as a room divider.”

PAINT
SALE

All In-Stock Benjamin Moore
Interior & Exterior Paints & Stains…

20% OFF

Sale Extended to May 6, 2005
by Popular Demand!
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The point, Pensoneau-Feurer said, is that the
stained-glass window transom and the leadedglass window room divider in her home and
offices aren’t used as they were meant to be.
“We used the pieces as interior [decoration],
but both of those give privacy and yet something
pretty from both sides,” Pensoneau-Feurer said.
Moore recommends that stained-glass window
borders be painted white or yellow — some color
that contrasts with the glass. “You want the glass to
be the dominant thing, not the paint,” Moore said.
Stained glass gives a different feel to a room,
giving it privacy and light, Pensoneau-Feurer said.
“Draperies don’t give people outside anything
interesting to look at, but stained glass and leaded
glass do,” she said. “It is shared art.”

WINDOW
SHOPPING
Stained glass adds an element
hether it’s to add a touch of beauty in an
unexpected place or to uplift a furniture
piece, stained-glass windows can be
used in nontraditional ways in the home, experts
say.
Judith Pensoneau-Feurer’s home includes a
stained-glass window rescued from a demolished
church. The window is used as an interior door
transom.
“I’m an interior designer, and interior designers
are known as drapery and wallpaper people,”
Pensoneau-Feurer said. She and her husband,
William, an attorney, both work out of their home.
“You see almost no wallpaper and almost no
draperies in this house, because this is a much better way
to cover windows and get privacy but still get light.
“There’s nothing worse than a covered window.
[Stained glass] gives you the sparkle and the light and the
privacy without blocking [it].”
Antique-store owner Bill Moore said many people are
interested in using stained-glass windows as a part of a
furniture piece. Stained glass always has had its fans,
Moore said.
“I think the difference here is that in the last two years
people are starting to say, ‘Hey, can you make it into
pieces of furniture?’” he said.
“They never thought about that before. Once you see
how it’s used like that, people sort of get the idea and
they start getting creative.”
A client of Moore’s wanted him to make a curio cabinet-type piece with stained-glass windows that could be
lit up at night. His business also sells stained glass to
hang above a door or window.
“Sometimes they’ll hang it off of one, sometimes two
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104 Park St., Rockland • 594-2000 • Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 am-5 pm • Sat. 9 am-2 pm

The next wave in home fragrancing is aromalytic lamps, also referred to as fragrance lamps or
burners. These beautiful hand-blown glass lamps
both purify the air and add wonderful aroma to
the home or work space, with scents like red currant, pearlberry and vanilla.
Fragrance lamps began in France by a company that
held the patent rights for 100 years. With those rights up,
there are several companies in the United States that are
now producing lamps with the same technology.
The lamps work by catalytic conversion. Fuel (the
highest grade alcohol with fragrance) is put into the lamp
and wicks up through the ceramic stone. The stone is lit
and allowed to burn for two minutes, heating the stone to
a very high temperature. As the fuel burns, ozone is produced, removing odors from the air.
The burner may be used with neutral fuel, purifying
but lending no fragrance to the air. But the scents are
enticing, and the lamps themselves are a wonderful addition to the home because they are so beautiful. They
come in a variety of shapes, sizes and colors with the
price starting at $35.
Coming to the United States through the South, the
popularity of fragrance lamps is spreading across the
country rapidly.
— FROM HANDLE IT!, MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
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GRANITE

Rose grower John Osier of Waldoboro, left,
with Jerry Lupien, owner of Moose Crossing
Garden Center in Waldoboro.

CFOROUNTER
T
OPS
YOUR KITCHEN
The Most Durable and Beautiful Countertop You Can Buy
Any Size or Shape – Cut To Your Specifications
FREE
ESTIMA
TES
In addition,
we are your concrete
products specialist,
featuring many
pre-cast items,
including
Patio Blocks • Shawnee Steps • Geo Flow Pipes
PVC Pipe • Infiltrators
FERRAIOLO
Septic Tanks & More
PRE-CAST

Route 73, South Thomaston
594-7346 • 1-800-640-8265

Moose Crossing Garden Center to Host
Workshop on Growing Roses in Maine
The Mid-Maine Rose Society will be at
the Moose Crossing Garden Center on
Route 1 in Waldoboro on Saturday, April
30, from 1 to 3 p.m. to host a rose workshop presented by Waldoboro resident John
Osier.
Osier will talk about the basics of successful rose growing in Maine — selection,
planting, fertilization and winterization.
Questions will be welcome during and after

the talk. Free handouts will be available,
and there will be a door prize.
This will be a time to learn about roses
and to enjoy the spring atmosphere in the
greenhouses filled with flowering plants.
The Rose Society encourages and educates the public in the practice of rose growing. It is also a charitable organization.
For more information, call Osier at 8325863 or Shirley Ross at 832-7074.

Golden Hand
& Midcoast Blinds
NOW AT GOLDEN HAND
Quality Consignment
Used Furniture & Accessories
Chairs, Tables, Lamps, Pictures,
Side Boards, Desks & More

Washington- Lovely 4-bedroom waterfront home in a
private setting on Washington Pond. Sit on the deck and
listen to the loons! $475,000

Liberty- Fantastic views from this completely redone
home. Front and back decks, sunroom, great landscaping
and more, all on 27 acres. $150,000

All pieces in excellent condition
(don’t throw your old pieces out –
call us for consignment) 236-0765

IN-HOME CONSULTATION
Searsmont- Custom-built contemporary home with
impressive views of Levenseller Mountain. 3 bdrms,
fireplace, deck, balcony off master bedroom and 7 acres
of land. $319,000

Appleton- Well-maintained 3-bdrm home with many
recent improvements. Views to Appleton Ridge.
Vegetable and perennial gardens. Quiet road. 1.5 acres
of land with more available. $275,000

Decorating – Furniture placement, color consultation, help
with purchase of carpets, tiles, wallpaper and furniture.

Call Judy Grossman 236-0765 for appointment.

Midcoast Blinds
Hunter Douglas Priority Dealer –
Duette , Silhouette®, Luminette®, Vignette®, Alouette®
Honeycomb Shades • Sunscreen Mesh Shades
Wooden Blinds • Woven Woods
®

Hope- 15-acre horse farm with 7-rm antique Cape, 2car garage, 30x40 barn with 6 stalls, 75x175 riding ring,
wonderful views, stone walls and much more. $495,000

Liberty- Beautifully finished home with deeded access
to Lake Saint George. Sits high on a hill with views
overlooking the lake. Private and peaceful. $289,000

Specializing in Country Property for Over 25 Years

ROCK • MAPLE • REALTY
REALTOR

785-4305

• e-mail: rockmapl@midcoast.com

Offices at the intersection of Route 17 & Route 131 South • P.O. Box 710 • Union, Maine • 04862

We display a complete selection of products

Knowledgeable, Friendly Service ALWAYS

Golden Hand
Decorating Service
& Midcoast Blinds
Visit us at www.thegoldenhand.net

On Rte. 90, West Rockport (207) 236-0765 • Mon.-Sat. 9:30-5 • Sun. 12-5
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It’s the law —
Many Chronically Eroding Sites and
Camp Roads Must Be Fixed by July 1
What is the biggest pollutant of Maine
waters — mercury, oil and gas, sewage,
litter?
Nope, it’s plain old eroded soil — dirt,
that brown stuff that we see suspended in
water during rain storms and snowmelt. In
fact, by volume, eroded soil is the biggest
pollutant in Maine and the United States.
That may seem surprising. After all, it’s natural — what harm can a little soil really do?
Unfortunately, eroded soil does plenty
of harm; it fills in waterbodies and covers
up habitat for fish and aquatic organisms. It
also carries pollutants, like nutrients,
hydrocarbons, pesticides and bacteria, that
it picks up along the way, then introduces
them to our waters.
In 1996, in order to address the problems caused by eroding soil, the Maine
Legislature passed the state’s first Erosion
and Sediment Control Law. The law
requires that erosion control practices be
used wherever soil is being disturbed. The
purpose is to prevent unreasonable erosion
and sediment traveling beyond the project
site or into a protected natural resource
(lake, pond, stream, river, wetland, coastal
water).
The law has since been amended to
address “chronically eroding sites” because
these problem areas are major contributors
to the problem. Chronically eroding sites
include unpaved roads and shoreline areas
that, due to human activity, began eroding
before the law took effect and continue to
erode in present times.
There are deadlines for fixing these areas.
Chronically eroding sites located in areas
draining to watersheds of the state-designated “Most at Risk From Development” water-

bodies must be stabilized by July 1. A list of
these vulnerable waters can be found at
www.maine.gov/sos/cec/rules/06/096/096c5
02.doc.
What this means is that many chronically eroding sites and camp roads need attention by July 1. To determine if erosion is
occurring on your property, look for
exposed soil and signs of rills or gullies and
sediment deposits. A good time to inspect
areas is during a rain storm or spring
snowmelt.
If you have eroding land in one of these
Most at Risk watersheds, there is help
available in the form of technical assistance
from your local soil and water conservation
district. There is also guidance on fixing
erosion problems from roads in the Camp
Road Maintenance Manual available at:
http://www.maine.gov/dep/blwq/docwater
shed/camproad.pdf.
If you are part owner of an existing
eroding camp road, your best bet would
be to form a road association with other
road owners. A new guide to forming a
road association has just been published
and is also on the Department of
Environmental Protection Web site at:
http://www.maine.gov/dep/blwq/docwater shed/roadassociation.htm.
So go out and tackle those erosion problems this spring. In addition to keeping you
in compliance with the law, the actions you
take will protect your property values, recreational activities and your lake or stream’s
water quality for future generations.
— by William Laflamme, an environmental specialist with the Maine DEP’s
Bureau of Land and Water Quality.

Getting Ready for Spring...
Visit Rankin’s first

Union St., Camden 236-3275

Nobody sells more real estate in Midcoast Maine!
Norumbega Drive... Camden

Spectacular Water Views... Lincolnville

FURNITURE & APPLIANCES
In town Contemporary w/lovely views to Sherman’s
Point. Lots of sunlight, two sided granite fireplace,
master w/fireplace, deck, large private study.Lower
level guest suite/family room w/views. Wrap-around
deck, ROW to water. Stroll to the Village. $925,000

C:1879 Victorian situated on a knoll w/spectacular
water views - Islesboro to Acadia.Renovated
w/integrity in place.Two fireplaces, wrap porch, wood
floors, kitchen w/slate sink. $589,900

Limerock Street... Camden

Harbor Views... Rockport

Furniture: Moosehead • Actionlane • Lancer
Riverside • Tennessee Enterprises
Appliances: Whirlpool • Maytag
KitchenAid • GE

Sales & Service
www.macleodfurniture.com

338-1240
Very sweet in-town home with Master suite, three
additional bedrooms, study, wood floors, laundry
room, enclosed front porch, tons of light and a deck
w/views to Mt. Battie. Two blocks to Laite Beach and
the Village. $399,000

Two very sweet year round cottages with wonderful views of Rockport Harbor and frontage on the
Goose River. Great rental history. $625,000

Mountain Street... Camden

In town 1885 Farmhouse with large, fabulous addition
w/water views. Very unique space awaiting your finishing
touches. Could be a fabulous studio, added living space... or
both. A few blocks to the Harbor. Over 8,000 SF. $625,000

C HERYL O LIVERI -DALY
236•9626 Ext. 102 • coliveri-daly@jaretcohn.com • www.camdenmere.com

EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

toll free

866-415-5336

187 High St., Belfast
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Being Uprooted
SPACIOUS THOMASTON HOME HAVING A LOT TO OFFER from the
main house with its eat-in kitchen, dining room, living room, three bedrooms and a full bath to the two-bedroom self-sufficient apartment.There
is also a detached two-bay garage with woodworking shop and over an acre
of grounds for the garden enthusiast.This fine property offers some views
to the river and is located within walking distance of the village, college and
harbor. $269,000
FORESTED WARREN BUILDING SITE situated at the end of a lightly traveled lane.This surveyed and soil-tested plot is waiting for your new home.
$23,900
ON THE OUTSKIRTS OF WALDOBORO VILLAGE ON A PLEASANT LOT
offering some rear-yard privacy sits this older mobile home having a
kitchen-living room, two bedrooms and a full bath. Detached 20’x24’ storage building. $55,000
AFFORDABLE WASHINGTON HOME having a spacious kitchen/dining
area, living room, den or first-floor bedroom, two additional bedrooms, sun
porch and full bath.There is a separate one-bedroom apartment and an
attached barn/garage. $89,000
OVER 1,000 FEET OF FRESH WATER FRONTAGE, 3.5 acres of land and
Route 1 visibility come with this Mid-Coastal farmhouse. This home offers 2
or 3 bedrooms, an eat-in kitchen with pantry, living room and a full bath.
There is an open chamber and summer kitchen granting expansion possibilities. The grounds are mostly open with an oak-rimmed peninsula jutting
into North Pond. Endless potential. $269,000
LISTINGS NEEDED
Offering complete real estate services by FULL-TIME PROFESSIONALS

RUBENSTEIN REALTY
MAIN STREET, P.O. BOX 195
THOMASTON, MAINE 04861-0195
OPPORTUNITY

207-354-6654 • 207-354-6959

That blue spruce you planted five years ago suddenly
is too close to the drive. It whips your car every time.
Cut it down? What a waste. Trim it? Ugly. Move it?
Good choice.
I’m a fan of recycling plants that have outgrown their
living spaces. This spring, I’ve moved an ancient climbing rose, two large grapes, five pampas grasses, a number
of day lilies and a 12-foot pussy willow. Everybody survived, including me, and is happy.
One of the challenges of planting is figuring out how
big the plant will get. You must find a spot that anticipates its future needs. New plants are so small. Five
years later, they’re too big.
You can vastly improve your landscape scheme by moving these offenders. I like the price — free, for sweat work.
You’ll need the right tools. A heavy shovel and a
pruner to cut roots are musts. A narrow shovel, about 5
inches wide and 2 feet long, is perfect for reaching
deeply under the plant and popping it out.
Your best new planting location is in full sun and
away from other trees and bushes. They will compete for
nutrients and water with your newcomer.
After you’ve decided on the location, estimate the size
of the root ball. Make a few shovel cuts around the plant.
If you’re hitting heavy wood, move the shovel farther out.
Plants have different root systems. Bushes often grow
roots similar to a river delta, flat streams of wood close
to the surface. Trees often send down large tap roots
deep into the soil.
You always will lose some roots when you replant.
You need to retain enough for the plant to recover from
the shock of transplanting. It then will send out new
ones, and life will go on.
The mission here is to preserve as many of the roots
as possible. I try for more than 50 percent. Getting all of

What to Do When It’s Time
to Relocate Large Plants
them is impossible.
Dig a circle around the plant and clear off the dirt.
Trim long roots with the pruner. Then run the shovel
under the main body and work it upward. Do this all
around.
Finally, trim the newly exposed roots and pull out the
plant. Keep your wheelbarrow handy.
As I’m digging, I take a close look at how the plant
grows. Is it shallow or deep? Is there a crown close to
the surface that must remain uncovered? These are keys
to how you’ll replant it.
Your replanting hole should look like the old hole, in
width and depth. Clear out all the rocks. Work up the
soil on the bottom and chop it finely.
I plant exclusively in compost from my heap.
Compost jump-starts roots. If you don’t have any, buy a
few bags at the garden store. Don’t use peat moss. It
removes nitrogen from the soil as it rots.
Put in a layer of compost and position the plant. If it’s
too low, adjust with more compost. Then fill in around it
with more compost and tamp. (The dirt from your hole can
go into your heap to make more compost for next year.)
Don’t use fertilizer. It is too hot (strong) for a plant
stressed by a move. It can burn off the new roots as they
form.
Finally, I deeply water and mulch with a 2-inch layer
of chipped leaves or straw. This will preserve soil moisture and control weeds. Don’t use more than that. You
want the rain to penetrate.
You’ll need to treat the moved plant as you would a
new one. For the next six months, it will need at least 2
inches of water a week. Never allow it to fully dry out,
especially in the stressful heat of summer.
BY JIM HILLIBISH ©Copley News Service

Come Home to Camden National

North Country
Landscaping
Services

BOBCAT EXCAVATOR
– AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY –

$500 Off

Closing Costs!

All Types of Digging & Gardening
Small Landscape Jobs • Stump Removal
– Chainsawing Included –

Herb Beherrell 236-3028
Free Estimates

CLEARBROOK

BUILDERS
John R. Gilbert
HOPE, ME
763-4215 or 323-5124
✺ New Construction ✺ Remodeling
✺ Additions ✺ Floors ✺ Decks
✺ Siding ✺ Property Maintenance

QUALITY
CRAFTSMANSHIP
BUILT T O L AS T

If you’re buying a new home, mortgage
with us and you’ll save $500 off your
closing costs! Just bring in this coupon.

Use this coupon to make
your dreams come true.

$500 Off

Simple.

Closing Costs!*

If you already have a mortgage at,
well... another bank, you can still take
advantage of this great deal. Move to
Camden National Bank and we’ll help
your dreams become reality, too.

OR, A .25% RATE DISCOUNT* ON RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGES
* Deposit account required. Offer not applicable to ALT97, MSHA, FHA, VA
and RHS mortgages. Borrower must lock in at application to qualify for the
discount. On refinance transactions, discount applies only to non-CNB
mortgages. Offer applies to applications submitted between March 19
and June 30, 2005. Other restrictions apply*

CUSTOMER ASSISTANCE 1-800-860-8821
w w w. c a m d e n n a t i o n a l . c o m

Member FDIC

© 2005 Camden National Bank

* As published on the CNB Residential Mortgage Rate Sheet. Rates are subject to change at any time. Loan products are available to qualified applicants who meet the bank’s current loan underwriting guidelines.
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Take
your
pick
BACKYARD TREES OFFER A
VARIETY OF SEASONAL FRUITS
From single trees in smaller yards to mini orchards on
multiple acres, homegrown produce is quite popular
these days — more so than in previous years.
“Fruit trees seem to be of interest for people who have
large stretches of land,” says landscape architect Jeffrey
Charlesworth. “Fruit trees seem to be more interesting
than a mowed lawn, especially for people who have an
acre or beyond. People who have open land want it to
look a little more farmlike.”
While large tracts of land are certainly conducive to
small orchards, even homeowners on limited plots can
effectively grow fruit trees. Smaller properties just
require smaller groupings of trees — it all depends on
scale. And from well-known species to heirloom varieties, it seems all types of fruit have a following.
“Most people seem to be interested in apples, cherries
or peaches, but there are other people who are interested
in a little more exotic fruits like apricots and figs,”
Charlesworth said. “Where people have a choice, with
apples for example, they tend to pursue not only the ordinary varieties — like Red Delicious, Yellow Delicious
and Macintosh — but they seek out the older varieties,
the heirloom varieties.” Both types of produce have their
advantages, according to Charlesworth. While common
varieties, like those found in grocery stores, tend to resist
bruising and have a longer shelf life, heirloom varieties
often taste better.
“Heirloom apples may have a really great flavor, but
perhaps, right now, are not commercially available
because they’re not as beautiful or not as easy to keep
over the long term,” he said. “If you’ve got your own

While large tracts of land are certainly conducive to small orchards, even homeowners on limited plots can effectively
grow fruit trees. CNS Photo courtesy of USDA NRCS.

fruit trees or your own orchards, you don’t have to worry
about those concerns — you’re maybe not worried about
having the most beautiful fruits, but you want the taste.”
Heirloom varieties certainly offer more selection — of
the 150 types of apples, fewer than 10 are available in
stores — and variety has its benefits.
“The trees will bloom around the same time, but ripen
at different times,” said Charlesworth. “Macintoshes
ripen early, in late summer or early fall. Other varieties
ripen later, like Empire, Red Delicious and Jonathan.
Finally, you get the Golden Delicious, which ripen up
later in the season. For a small family you don’t want to
be inundated all at one time. You want some for different
uses like baking pies, making applesauce and eating.”
In addition to common fruits, heirloom plants and
exotic species, dwarf varieties are another option —
especially for homeowners with limited space.
“A lot of fruit trees come in dwarf varieties so you
don’t have a tree many years later that’s 20 feet tall,”
Charlesworth explained.
It’s not only easier to pick fruit from shorter trees, but
homeowners can pack more trees in a small space. And,
while the tree may be smaller, the fruit is the same size.

Many gardeners are lured to apples, peaches, plums
and other homegrown treats simply for the sense of
accomplishment and simple adornment — after all, a
grove of trees covered in tiny blossoms in spring is surely a sight to see.
“It’s satisfying to make that connection with nature,”
Charlesworth said. “There’s a sense of being able to harvest the fruit and enjoy the product of that tree at home.”
Homegrown fruit calls to the health-conscious, as
well. For Charlesworth, it’s no coincidence that the
growing popularity of fruit trees coincides with the
recent boom in organically grown produce.
Homeowners interested in learning more about fruit
trees in their area should contact their county agricultural
extension, which, according to Charlesworth, is a wealth
of information on plant species, growing seasons and tree
maintenance.
For information on planting specific species, look to
local nurseries and garden stores — and shop early.
According to Charlesworth, fruit trees should be planted
early in the growing season to ensure the plants haven’t
been sitting in a greenhouse for too long.
BY CHANDRA ORR ©Copley News Service

SPRING

WINDOW SALE
Harvey Classic Vinyl Replacement Windows

G.R .F.
R E A L E S TAT E C O M PA N Y

SALE EXTENDED! ENDS MAY 25, 2005
We are a Premier Harvey Dealer
offering the exclusive
Comfort Plus line of vinyl windows
with a lifetime warranty.

Service, Quality &
Dependability
You Can Count On!

Don’t M
our Spri iss
ng
Sale!!

We guarantee that
we’ll be there for you before,
during & after the sale.

CLASSIC
VINYL WINDOW

Pen-Bay Glass, Inc.
594-0766
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8-5
Rte. 1, Thomaston Line • P.O. Box 1010 • Rockland, ME
Boothbay Location: Rte. 27, Boothbay • 633-0309

286 Howard Road, Searsmont: Excellent
location! Custom-built 3-BR, 21/2-bath home.
Gourmet kitchen with cherry cabinets, open
floor plan. Walkout, daylight basement, partially finished. Borders farm pond, enjoy the deck
and breezeway. 2-car detached garage with 1BR in-law apartment. 10 acres of land. This
one has to be seen to be believed! MLS#
739060 $289,900

84 West Mallard Drive, Swanville: Newly
spruced up waterview home on .50 acres of
land with ROW to Swan Lake and beach
access. Home offers 2 BRs, one bath, newer
hot water boiler, full basement, 2-car garage,
new deck and new metal roof. Escape to this
gem! MLS# 723519 $219,000

1444 Belfast Road (Rt. 137), Knox: Warm,
cozy and ready for just about anything! 2 BRs,
plus sleeping loft, one bath. V-match interior,
with large brick hearth and woodstove,
detached shed for tools or toys. 9+ acres.
Private yet close to trails, hunting, town,
Sanborn Pond, etc. MLS# 733630 $165,000

1014 Swan Lake Ave., Swanville: Classic,
rambling 1840’s Cape with lots of original features. Home offers 5 BRs, good size rooms,
fireplaces, workshop, attached barn and 1.5
acres. Opposite Swan Lake, corner location.
Finish the restoration already started. MLS#
735468 Price Reduced: $176,000

“Good Real Estate Friends”

230 Searsport Avenue • Belfast, Maine 04915 • (207) 338-2422
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MAKING A SPLASH
Backyard pond adds another dimension to landscape
icture your yard with water, waterfalls, water lilies.
A fountain, flora, fish. Will underwater lights illumine brilliant tropical colors, or will native cattails
and reeds blend into the surrounding landscape? Will
quartz or slate encircle your formal, symmetrical pond,
or do stacks of flagstones edge a more natural, informal
garden?
All the choices are yours, says fish specialist Amy
Ritter, who can help you plan out your own backyard
pond in six easy steps.
CHOOSE A LINER
“If you want the quickest possible installation — done
in a weekend — you’re probably looking at a preformed
pond,” Ritter says. “If, on the other hand, you’re a person
who says, ‘I’ve always wanted a pond, and I only want to
do it once,’ you’ll get more pond for your money and
more versatility if you go with a flexible liner.”
It’s more than a question of speedy installation, however. A flexible liner will conform to any shape and
depth you want. Preformed ponds come in a variety of
shapes, but are all no more than 18 inches deep.
If you don’t want to heat your pond in the winter,
you’ll need a deeper pond than the preformed inserts so
that your fish will live through the cold. Similarly, if
your pond is in full sun, you’ll need more depth so fish
can stay cool in the summer.
LAY IT OUT
Your pond’s size and placement will be dictated by
the size of your lot and by the location of trees and other
landscaping. To plan, make an outline of possible ponds
with a garden hose — or sprinkle flour, or use spray
paint — in a few possible locations.
Make sure there is sufficient space around the location
to accommodate new plantings so you won’t have to
mow right up to the edge of your pond and dredge out
clippings every week.
Install your pond far enough away from trees so that
debris won’t frequently fall in and your sun-loving water
plants will bloom. (Again, if you choose a shallower
pond, locate it in partial shade to protect your fish.)
Be sure to call for the locations of underground cables,
and check with the building and zoning authorities for

P

any restrictions on your new pond. A fence may be
required. The depth may have certain restrictions.
Look at your layout from all angles. What overall look do you want? Above ground? Halfway
above? In-ground?
One advantage of a pond that’s at least partially
above ground, Ritter says, is ease of cleaning. You just
sit on a bench and lean over, rather than having to lie
down on the ground to reach the bottom of the pond.
Also, grass clippings won’t blow in when you mow.
START DIGGING
Make sure your hole is level, shelves are level
and your area is smooth before laying your liner
into the hole.
FINISH THE EDGES
In finishing your pond, do not use sandstone,
marble or limestone, which will increase alkaline
pH, create hard water, encourage algae growth, and kill
plants and fish.
Also, certain sizes and types of stones, if set clear into
the earth, will heave and crack every freeze-thaw cycle,
so you may want to set them on top of the ground or
choose other stone.
STOCK YOUR POND
It’s a myth, Ritter says, that fish are a lot of trouble.
Just put a few in for mosquito control and you don’t have
to worry about them.
For people who want more fish, and various kinds of
fish, Ritter encourages considering any of the many fish
other than that colorful relative of the carp, the koi.
Consider fantails, which have a rounder body and are
more visible from above; straight-tails, calico goldfish,
and others, Ritter says.
Goldfish eat algae and mosquito larvae and really
don’t need to be fed very often.
Shubunkin are cheaper, more plant-friendly and stay
smaller than koi but look just like them. Koi, on the other
hand, get much bigger, knock over planters, eat plants
along the root level “like little goats,” and tend not to
winter as well, Ritter says.
Adding plants to your pond will not only create a

A thick, green lawn
has never been easier...
or more affordable!
STEP 3

STEP 2

STEP 4

STEP 1

Your pond’s size and placement will be dictated by the size
of your lot, and location of trees and other landscaping.
CNS Photo courtesy of USDA NRCS.

beautiful water garden, but will also provide cover for
your fish. Otherwise, they are easy prey for cats, raccoons, ducks, snakes, owls and crows. Add little golden
snails for color, and the big apple snails to help keep
your pond clean.
MAINTAIN YOUR NEW WATER GARDEN
With the right selection of plants, fish and materials,
your pond should take no more than about an hour per
week to maintain. You’ll need to top off evaporation, net
out debris, leaves and sticks, rinse your filter pads if you
use a filter, and feed your fish if necessary.
COST
If you are planning to install the pond yourself, Ritter
says a 5-foot-by-5-foot, 30-inch-deep pond, which will
hold about 350 gallons of water, will cost about $400 for
a liner, filter, pump, fish, snails and tadpoles. The rock to
finish the edge will be extra.
To maintain your water garden, Ritter estimates it
costs $100 per year for fish food, dechlorinator, replacement plants and filter pads.
BY DIANNE CROWN ©Copley News Service

You will not feel adrift
with our nautical
designs!

Annual
Annual
Lawn
Lawn Care
Care
Program
Program

96
60
39
36

$$

OUR
FOR
OURPRICE
PRICE FOR
ALL 44 BAGS
BAGS
ALL

Coastal Breeze
Loon

Each Bag Covers 5,000 Sq. Ft.

Each Bag Covers 5,000 Sq. Ft.

Scotts Annual Lawn Care Program ™
Scotts Lawn Pro Annual Lawn Care Program
Just apply the STEPS at two-month intervals
About half the cost of a lawn service
Each product backed by Scotts No-Quibble Guarantee

• Top Quality

• Easy To Do
• Big Savings
• No Risk

Lawn Pro® Crabgrass Preventer Plus Lawn Fertilizer

STEP 1
Get a great
lawn
without
crabgrass.

• Apply in early spring
(April-May)
• Controls crabgrass, foxtail,
spurge, and oxtails
• Provides early spring feeding
• 5,000 sq. ft bag
$$

11.99

• (D723363) . . . . . . . . 10.70

Lawn Pro® Weed and Feed

STEP 2
Get a great
lawn
without
dandelions.

• Apply in early spring
(May-June)
• Controls most common
broadleaf weeds and
provides late-spring
feeding
$$

8.47
8.47
$
• 15,000 sq. ft. Bag$22.97
23.95
• 5,000 sq. ft. Bag

Fish Tales
Sailing

Lawn Pro®Insect Control Plus Lawn Fertilizer

STEP 3
Get the
bugs out
while you
feed your
lawn!

• Apply in late summer
(July-August)
• Controls many lawn-damaging
insects while feeding your lawn
during summer
• Also kills nuisance pests including
fleas and brown dog ticks
• 5,000 sq. ft bag $
$
• (D713080) . . . . . 11.87

12.95

Lawn Pro® Lawn Fertilizer Plus 2% Iron

STEP 4
Get a
great
lawn
with
Scotts®

• Contains iron for fast, deep
greening without danger of
burning
$

• 5,000 sq. ft. Bag . . .$5.92
• 15,000 sq. ft. Bag

6.19
17.49

$
.$16.89

EBS Building Supplies
HARDWARE • LUMBER • HOME DECOR
Ellsworth • Cherryfield • Bucksport • Blue Hill • Machias • Calais • Town Hill • Belfast • Camden • Rockland
www.ebsbuild.com

Sailor’s Delight

• Apply in fall

Cayouette Flooring
Sales & Installation • Free Estimates
VINYL • WOOD FLOORING • CARPET • CERAMIC TILE
AREA RUGS • ORIENTALS

Mon. - Fri. 9 am - 5 pm • Sat. 9 am - 4 pm
The Flooring Network

210 Park St., Rockland • 594-2413
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Good earth
By composting organic yard and
food waste, gardeners can cheaply
and easily create a high-quality soil
amendment. And, composting at
home can reduce the amount of
garbage added to landfills each
year by hundreds of pounds.
How quickly organic matter
decomposes and its quality depends on the mixture of
materials, exposure to air, moisture content and temperature. Varying these factors for a better outcome is the
subject of much discussion, which can unfortunately
intimidate beginners.
“The main thing to understand is that this is a very,
very, very simple thing,” explains Cheryl Long, editor in
chief of Mother Earth News. “If you put any kind of
organic matter out on the ground somewhere, it’s going to
decompose. The most important thing for beginners to
understand is that their grass clippings, leaves and kitchen
scraps are the best thing to fertilize the garden with.”
These organic wastes are more complete in terms of what
they have in them than anything you can buy in a box. To
throw away these ideal foods for your garden’s soil is to
squander a valuable source of energy.
Organic waste does a variety of things besides provide
the nutrition — nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium —
that plants need. “They provide them in a good balance,
in a slow-release form,” Long says. “Organic matter also
feeds the soil microbes. The microbes then release a
material that glues clay particles together.” This loosens
up the soil to allow plant roots to go in more easily.
“Soil with a good amount of organic matter will have
better structure,” Long says. “It’s loose and crumbly, so
water is going to go in better. Compost makes crops
more resistant to drought because the soil holds more
moisture. Fertilizer is not going to do that.”
Backyard composting can be done with different systems,
enclosures or containers. It isn’t necessary to enclose a compost pile, but many people do. Any nonmeat food can be
composted: all vegetable matter, citrus rinds, banana peels,
potato peels, eggshells and bread. Do not include meat
scraps, fish, fats, dairy and bones, which can attract rodents.
An open-pile method is just as it sounds — organic
waste (a good ratio is three parts of “brown” waste, such
as dried leaves, twigs, straw, shredded paper and dead

Composting
benefits
environments
both large and
small

Garden Institute
Holds Compost
Bin Sale

plants, to one
A homeowner sifts
part “green”
soil made from his
waste, such as
compost bin in the
background.
grass, green
Composting is an
weeds and
excellent way to recykitchen scraps) is
cle organic kitchen
By composting kitchen scraps, garpiled up and
and yard wastes.
den
prunings, clippings, weeds and
mixed. The pile
CNS PHOTO COURTESY OF
autumn
leaves, one can make rich,
should be kept as
USDA NRCS.
sweet-smelling soil food for garden
moist as a
flowers and vegetables. For those who
wrung-out
do not garden, the compost is useful
sponge. Air
for houseplants and as gifts for the garneeds to reach
dens of friends. By composting, sendthe bottom and
ing useful organic matter to be burned
center of the
in a distant incinerator can be avoided,
pile, so turn the
thereby reducing pollution and expense
compost heap
to the towns.
with a pitchfork
The Garden
every few weeks.
Institute in Camden
Compost is
is taking part in a
ready when it
statewide backyard
looks dark and
compost bin sale this
crumbly and all
spring, for the benefit
beginning ingreof midcoast residents.
dients have broA home compost bin
ken down.
and how-to guide
Therefore, when
with a combined
you finish adding
retail value of $80
to the pile, the
can be purchased for $36.50, providing savings for the
wait begins. It takes about six to eight weeks during the
householder and the towns’ solid waste budgets, easy dissummer to make compost. Decomposition takes heat, so
posal of kitchen scraps and an eventual home harvest of
winter temperatures will slow the process. Compost can be
compost, a rich soil amendment to use in the garden or
used as mulch or worked into the top 8 inches of soil.
for house plants. The bin is black, has a 10-year warranty,
Even easier than open-pile composting is sheet comand is made of 100-percent recycled plastic. It is approxiposting. “With sheet composting, you spread out a layer
mately 33" high and 33" wide, large enough for a small
of grass clippings as mulch,” says Long. “Sprinkle them
under shrubs and trees. This conserves water and keeps
family’s compost material, and works well to keep out
down weeds.” Grass clippings should be spread in a 1raccoons and other interested fauna.
inch-thick blanket each year. Leaves can be used as well.
Look for order forms at the Midcoast Solid Waste
They are a little harder to manage, so Long suggests runtransfer station (on Union Street in Rockport), the Town
ning over them with a lawn mower first. Or put them in a
Offices of Rockport, Camden, Lincolnville and Hope,
garbage can and shred them with a shredder.
and at The Garden Institute (122 Mechanic Street,
Kitchen waste can be disposed of with trench comCamden). A sample bin will be on display at the transfer
posting. “Dig a little trench, take out the compost bucket
station. The order deadline is Friday, May 6, and bin
from the kitchen, and just put the waste in the trench,”
pickup will be Saturday, June 25.
Long says. “In a couple of months, you’ll see everything
A free class in home composting will be given
has melted away.” Cover the scraps with dirt and wait six
Wednesday, May 4, at 7 p.m. at Camden Hills Regional
weeks before planting over a trench-composted section.
High School in Rockport as part of the 5-Town CSD Adult
Education program. Beedy Parker and Sonia Spalding will
BY DEIRDRE O’SHEA ©Copley News Service
conduct the class, describing alternative composting methods, with a short video, handouts and answers to participants’ questions. Information will be available on constructing various kinds of bins, as well as the use of the
convenient plastic bin available from The Garden Institute.
For more information on this class, call 236-7800, extension 274. A second class will be offered on the bin pickup date, Saturday, June 25, at 10 a.m., at The Garden
Institute. For more information, call 236-8732.

Free Home
Composting
Classes
Offered
May 4 and
June 25

Super

LP HEATER
s
Greenhousess
Workshop
Garages

quiet • uses propane • certified for residential,
commercial & industrial use • low profile design
lightweight • installs 1" from ceiling • standard power
exhaust • versatile design allows right or left hand
controls • permanently lubricated motor
full 10 year warranty

KALLOCH
FUEL SERVICE
105 Maverick St., Rockland
594-5595

webberenergy.com

CAMDEN
FARMERS UNION
7 Mountain St., Camden
236-3266

INTERIOR SHUTTERS
RETRACTABLE AWNINGS
SKYLIGHT SHADES
Spring Home
Improvement Sale
Now in Progress
at
Visit our design showroom on Rte. 90 in Warren to see
all the latest in window treatment options on display.

800-310-6830 • 273-4093
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Garden Trellis
Workshop
May 7

The Next Wave
in home
fragrancing!

Lincoln Street Center’s 3D program is
offering a Trellis Workshop with Chris
Lewis Cole in Lincolnville on Saturday,
May 7.
In this six-hour workshop, the class will
select wood for a trellis while in the
woods, cut it and create the trellis.
Students will learn about appropriate
wood, selecting saplings in the forest, cutting and working with green wood, using
basic pruning saws and drills and the aesthetics of trellis-making and garden
arbors.
Students should bring a small pruning
saw, a utility knife, a hammer, battery drill
(if you have it), drill bits and tarp to work
on. The workshop will be entirely outside,
so students should wear appropriate clothing for the day and bring a lunch, water,
bug repellent, and provide a method for
transporting the finished product home.
Chris Lewis Cole works with a variety
of mediums. She creates rustic wood furniture and garden trellises and arbors from
wood from the forest and the sea. She creates garden sculpture using the “adobe”
sculpture medium (a mix of cement, sand
and clay which enables one to make large
outdoor pieces without firing or a mold).
She is best known around the state as a
drummaker and shoemaker.
The workshop is to be held from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m., for adults, ages 18 and

aromalytic lamps
purify and fragrance the air
beautiful hand-blown vessels
great fragrances like vanilla bean & red currant
available only at

decorative hardware & home accents
403 Main St. Rockland, ME
9-5:30 M-F 9-5 Sat.

Give Mom
a new favorite

On The Vine

Teleflora’s Pink Iridescence Bouquet
Any Mother will love flowers in this charming
pink vase. Hand-blown, with a whimsical swirl
of iridescent color, it is sure to become one
of her most prized collectibles.

ALL A GRAPEVINE NEEDS IS SUN AND A PLACE TO CLIMB

For nationwide same-day delivery,
call or visit our shop.

Mother’s Day is Sunday, May 8

Andrus
Flowers & Gifts
442 Main Street, Rockland • 594-4033 or 1-800-541-0515

© 2005 Teleflora

Sproul’s Furniture
By the Damariscotta Bridge, Newcastle, ME
TELEPHONE: 563-3535
Show Room Open Mon.-Fri. 9 AM to 5 PM
Sat. 9 AM-4 PM
“20 Rooms Of Quality Furnishings”
You don’t have to drive miles for price and quality.
Just drive to the bridge in Newcastle.

Tr ue Hall Realty
(207) 372-8952
13 Mechanic Street ~ P.O. Box 121, Tenants Harbor, Maine 04860

REALTOR

Rockland
Mechanic
Street
$249,000

South
Thomaston
River Road
$69,000

Tenants
Harbor
Otis Cove
$179,000

Port Clyde
Seaside Inn
$700,000

Visit us on the Web at www.truehall.com

up. Cost for the workshop is $75 for
those who are not members of Lincoln
Street Center and $68 for members, plus
a $5 materials fee. Pre-registration is
required, by calling Lincoln Street
Center at 594-6490, stopping by the
office on 24 Lincoln Street in Rockland
or visiting www.lincolnstreetcenter.org.

Complete Real Estate and
Rental Management Services

Plant a grapevine or two and you’ll
enjoy a lifetime of free fruit, jelly, juice,
wine and pastries. Your kids will love
training the vines and eating grape pops
from the freezer.
Decades ago, grapevines were common
in yards. Many of their ancestors still are
around, growing against old garages,
fences and barns. Vines against the sunny
west sides of porches were legion. They
offered shade, privacy and rain cover. The
old grape arbor convenient to the kitchen
door has pretty much disappeared.
Part of this decline is rooted in
the notion that grapes are testy
critters, hard to grow and require
a degree in horticulture to maintain. Not true.
I’ve grown grapes for years
with minimal work. Those two
$8 vines have produced many
hundreds of dollars of produce, the
best return on investment in my yard.
Ignore most of the complicated cultivation advice you’ve heard — the perfect
soil pH, the exacting pruning, the many
dollars for fertilizer and pesticides. I just
let mine grow and collect baskets of fruit
in late summer. It’s almost too easy.
If you want to take the plunge, you’ll
face two decisions: where to plant them
and on what. Grapes need full sun to produce and some sort of tall growing structure to climb upon and spread out. They
are the ultimate in vertical gardening.
I planted mine against an old, 10-foot
arbor out back. In two years, they were in
full production.
A lot has been written about the perfect
soil. Grapes produce long, rapidly growing
vines. The plant-tissue growth is astounding. Nutrients and water are critical. I’ve
ignored the esoteric soil-additive advice
and just dump a 3-inch layer of compost
around the vines each spring.
You must prune your vines early each
season to maximize their fruiting. Fruit
grows on growth each year. I prune mine
to 4 feet tall while the plants are dormant
in early March (the bare vines of winter

provide shelter to birds). This creates a big
pile of last year’s growth. I chip it and
mulch it around the plants.
This severe pruning looks fatal, but by
late April, the scraggly bare wood shows
life. Soon, the vines start their unstoppable
climb to the sky. Clusters of fruit form in
May and slowly ripen until harvest in late
August.
Tendrils are the magic of grapes. Each
vine sends out thin “wires” that automatically grasp another vine or your arbor.
Once they wrap around, they harden.
This builds an armored fort against
the strongest of summer storms.
The vines grow toward the sun
and may require some training by
hand to stay in their place. Each
tendril creates a hook at its end.
Place the hooks where you want
them if control is a problem.
Japanese beetles are a threat.
Grape leaves are a primary target. I
pick them off by hand or dust the leaves
with Rotenone if there’s a major outbreak.
It is a natural pesticide that does not poison the fruit. One dusting in early July
usually is enough.
My arbor out back began to fall apart
under the weight and old age, and tree
growth nearby blocked the sun. In spring,
before the leaves formed, I dug out the
plants and moved them to a sunny place in
our side yard, against an arbor over the
walkway to our neighbors’ yard. Then I
took a deep breath and hoped they survived the trauma.
They came through fine. The vines now
cover the arbor. We’re not getting many
grapes this year as the roots are too busy
recovering, but next year we’ll see full
production.
If you have the space and the jelly jars,
head to your garden center and check out
the grapes. I’d buy two varieties, red and
white. Plant them, compost them, sit back
and enjoy the sweet fruits of your labor.
BY JIM HILLIBISH
©Copley News Service
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Cabinet
appointments
Real wood features
long-lasting quality
and looks
Nothing rejuvenates a kitchen more
quickly and dramatically than updating the
cabinets. And these days, homeowners can
change cabinet colors and styles in more
ways than ever. To find out what you need
to know when you go shopping, we spoke
with several businesses that replace, reface
and refinish kitchen cabinets.
NEW FEATURES, COLORS,
MATERIALS
“There have been a lot of changes in
the past 10 years,” says Jerry Hocking,
kitchen department manager at Carter
Bros. Lumber. “Rollouts, glass doors,
pantry cabinets, sink tilt-outs, staggered
heights and more new amenities add
pizazz to kitchens.”
Beautiful oak, hickory, maple and cherry can be finished as natural, honey, frosted and pickled. In addition, Hocking adds,
a new ultraviolet curing process ensures a
hard, durable finish.
Rod Milligan, owner of Cabinetland in
Springfield, Ill., also enjoys the new range
of choices.
“There are some really neat features out
there that make the space more functional,
more fun and easier,” Milligan says.
Among the amenities that make
kitchens more functional and designed to
meet cooks’ needs are spice inserts; organizers for utensils, lids, pots, recycling,
trash; and cabinets that elevate the dishwasher or hold wicker baskets.
BUDGET
Choose the quality of cabinetry that
meets your needs and investment goals.
Nearly all the experts agree that particleboard is initially less expensive but solid
wood or wood-veneered plywood is a
longer-lasting investment. This is because
the structures of these products are substantially different.
“Wood is more structurally sound than
particleboard,” says Wendell Meyer, an
independent contractor who specializes in
home renovation and fine carpentry.
“Particleboard will bow or warp when

exposed to the least amount of moisture,
bow or bend when holding any weight at
all and resist nearly every finish due to its
high glue content.” By contrast, Meyer
says, wood is strong and stable.
“In my estimation of 40 years’ experience as a woodworker, cabinetmaker, millwright and carpenter, particleboard has no
viable place nor application in the home
with the exception in some cases as a
countertop base. Wood has running fibers,
which give it strength and stability; it has
both longitudinal and latitudinal substance
and structure. Particleboard is thousands of
pieces glued chip to chip. You can’t nail
into it and can’t screw into it.”
Still, Meyer knows the expense of a
new all-wood kitchen and suggests
options.
“The least-expensive option is to
paint existing cabinets,” he says. “Whether
your cabinets are wood, particleboard,
metal or fiberglass, it will cost only about
15 to 20 percent of the price of new cabinets to clean, prepare and paint them.”
If your existing cabinets are wood, consider refinishing them for as little as onethird the price of new cabinets, Meyer
says. Or simply add a hardwood veneer,
such as a cherry, to cabinets that are otherwise in good shape.
If you want new cabinets but want to
keep the cost down, Meyer recommends
buying unfinished wood cabinets with simple profiles (not a lot of decorative corners
and edges on the doors) from a local supplier and hiring a contractor to finish and
hang them. This way, Meyer says, you
wind up with an aesthetically pleasing,
real-wood cabinet most likely with a solid
wood frame and hardwood veneer over
plywood sides, tops and bottoms. It will
take any stain and hold up alongside even
the most expensive cabinets.
THE REFACING OPTION
If you like your existing cabinets and
your kitchen layout, you can purchase new
doors and hardware and add a Formica covering to your cabinets’ sides and bottoms for
about half the cost of replacing your cabinets, says cabinet maker Brad Zeiger.
Zeiger factors labor and any associated
plumbing, flooring and wall covering
repair or replacement into the cost of a
new installation.

New cabinets offer features like built-in organizers, spice racks and pull-out drawers for trash and recycling.
Make sure you take your kitchen measurements with you when you visit the dealer’s showroom. CNS Photo courtesy of Aristokraft

Another cabinet refacer, Pat Dietsch,
takes a different approach, however. Dietsch,
who does not always recommend refacing,
describes the considerations involved in
choosing refacing over replacing.
“The structure of a cabinet is in the
frame and the box,” Dietsch says. “The
door is just decoration. It’s the box that
makes the difference as to whether you
should replace or reface.”
If you have particleboard cabinets and
replace them with a comparable product,
it’s probably not worth refacing, he says,
because the cost of replacing and refacing
would be about the same.
“If you have a good, solid, wood-cabinet kitchen, however — that is, the boxes
themselves are wood — don’t go downhill
in the structural integrity of your kitchen
by replacing your cabinets with particleboard cabinets. For investment purposes,
you may have more in your old woodboxed kitchen than you think. Wood is
considerably less likely than particleboard
to droop, sag, flake, absorb moisture and
fall apart. Either replace your wood cabinets with comparable wood boxes or consider refacing as an option.”
MEASUREMENTS AND QUESTIONS
Consider your investment goals and
budget before you begin. Are you planning
to enjoy your new cabinets for the next
several years, or are you updating for
resale?
All designers will measure your new

kitchen space, but you can get the ball
rolling faster if you take some rough measurements to your first showroom visit.
Obtain comparable bids. Know the
exact composition of the door and door
insert if applicable; sides, bottoms, and
tops; drawers; and the mechanics of the
drawer glides, such as side- or bottommounted. Make sure all quotes are for like
products and services. And ask how long
your specifications will be kept on file if
you’re not ready to decide.
Read warranty documents carefully.
What can be replaced, how and why?
What are the limits? Does the factory or
the store fulfill the warranty?
Determine who will install your cabinets — the cabinet designer or your own
contractor.
Construction products, such as solventbased and water-based adhesives, paints,
stains, vinyls and other laminates, may
expel chemicals, volatile organic compounds or formaldehyde that may affect
your family. If in doubt, request MSD
sheets — manufacturers’ lists of specific
products’ ingredients — from your supplier before installation.
Agree on a schedule. Know how long it
will take for your cabinets or cabinet faces
to be delivered, how many days your
kitchen will be torn up and how long it
will take to replace any parts that arrive
damaged.
BY DIANNE CROWN ©Copley News Service
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Provide a Home for Owls
Our smallest owl’s name comes from its call, which to
some sounds like the back-up signal of a truck and to others the sound of file-sharpening a saw.
The peak time to hear its call is during the spring mating season in April and May, and its repetitive call is often
not recognized or is ignored.
This is the diminutive nocturnal saw-whet owl, about as
big as a fist, quite common, a valuable predator of small
rodents, yet seldom seen. It’s also quite tame and when
located can be approached quite close during the daytime.
Weighing about three ounces and just about the size of a
naval orange, this is our only Eastern owl with yellow eyes.
Its white breast is streaked with vertical light-brown stripes
and its grey-brown back gives it perfect camouflage.
The saw-whet is one of Maine’s 35 cavity-nesting birds,
occupying abandoned woodpecker holes, natural cavities
and of course nest boxes placed for them. Like many other
cavity-nesting birds, this owl is experiencing a shortage of
suitable cavities for nesting. They prefer cavities with a

three-inch opening and will occupy
natural cavities, wood duck and
American kestrel boxes as well as
boxes built for them.
Mid-Coast Audubon always has a
supply of suitable nest boxes available
by calling 563-3578.
This owl’s habitat is usually dense conifer woods but
its food-foraging habitat is along nearby roads and in open
fields. Thus, you may have seen one of these owls in your
headlights at night as it flew across a highway, as only as
a brief blurr of light brown.
During banding operations carried out by federally
licensed bird banders, the saw-whet has been captured
more than any other bird. It is a year-round resident of
Maine, although some birds migrate southward in fall.
In April and May, on a quiet warm night, listen for the
repetitive call of the saw-whet owl near you.
— JOE GRAY, INTERPRETIVE NATURALIST
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Stones and rocks can be used in almost any way to
add beauty and interest in any yard. What could be prettier than a rose bush cascading over a stone wall? Or viewing the serenity of a Japanese garden with its careful use
of rocks? Or watching water rush over rocks in a fountain
or pond?
Not many business cards read “Rock Broker,” but that
describes Bill Winberg’s job. He buys rocks — millions
of them — from suppliers, then sells them to contractors
or residential buyers.
Winberg co-owns Chapman Stone and Marble on
Chatham Road in Springfield, Ill., with Greg Foster, who
says there are roughly up to 10,000 tons of different rock
in inventory. It’s everywhere on the property — flagstone, boulders, pebbles, wall stone, crushed aggregate
and rock of every shade, color and texture. Some are
jagged and some are smooth, some are giant and some
are tiny, but all have interesting forms.
They’re purchased from wholesalers all over the country and represent stone from around the world; none is
quarried on site. Granite for countertops is also available,
as well as marble for bathrooms or fireplaces.
“Some is art-worthy, depending on the veins and colors running through it,” Winberg noted.
A do-it-yourselfer might purchase rocks to build a
wall, foundation for a statue, lamppost, fountain or pathway. There are many choices to make before proceeding.
You should first have some idea about the type of project you want to undertake and then consider the size of
the area, as well as height and desired material. You will
also need to consider such things as sloping and drainage
when a wall is being built. Then, a rock dealer or landscape designer can tell you what kind of material would
work and how much you will need.
“There’s more math involved in this than people realize,” said Winberg. He said if you know the dimensions
and measurements, you can avoid either having too much
or too little rock.
QUESTIONS FOR LANDSCAPERS
1. How much do I need? This varies by the type of
rock and square footage you want to cover. Generally,
small rock will require one ton per 100 square feet; larger
rock requires one ton per 70 square feet.
2. What do I use for a retaining wall? This varies by
height of the wall. If you want to go up to three feet, you
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can use natural dry stack (you can go higher if you use
mortar). If you need to hold back dirt, use a larger retaining block such as Keystone or Allan Block, which have
man-made locking systems.
3. How do I describe what kind of wall or pathway I
want? Get it down on paper. It doesn’t have to be blueprint-worthy, but a general idea of what you are after will
help determine what material is best and in what amounts.
HOW TO USE STONE
According to Foster, people look for rocks for many
creative and practical reasons:
— Flat rocks can be organized and stacked to build low
walls.
— Cobbles are used many times for border edging.
— Large stones provide screening and drama, all by
themselves. Boulders, for example, can be set about in a
yard and admired just for their forms. Some people have
their names or addresses engraved on them, or have a
pet’s name memorialized on them.
— Flagstones are used for walkways, patios, ponds and
borders. Sometimes, they are used to cover the front of a
mound or berm.
— Rocks can be arranged in a dry bed to help drainage.
— Pebble gardens simply use different colored small
stones. Pea sizes or river rocks can be used for an interesting look.
— Various rocks and stones are used in Japanese gardens,
which are admired for their tranquility. Japanese gardens
reproduce natural scenic beauty in an intense way, using
various rock patterns, colors and textures.
— If you’re tired of your concrete driveway, overlay it
with stone.
— Wall stones are used for borders, walls and edging
areas.
— Aggregates (gravel) are used as ground cover, for
weed prevention and as decoration.
— Granite cobblestones are used as borders and ground
covers.
— Stone veneers are used on houses and walls instead of
typical brick.
Some people are so fond of rocks that they build rock
gardens with rocks they have collected or purchased.
Some plants actually prefer rocky conditions. Ask at your
local nursery which would work.
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ly, about 1/2 inch apart. Renee Shepherd, of Renee’s
Mesclun, the term for mixes of tender young lettuces
Garden Seeds, offers this hint: Practice first over 4 or 5
and other greens, originated in the south of France and
sheets of paper toweling so you can get the knack of sowderives from the Niçois word mesclumo (a mixture).
ing the seeds evenly.
Denizens of Provence might have a problem with our use
After sowing the seed, sift fine soil or potting mix lightof the word, as our mesclun mixes are not grown in warm
ly over the seed, covering it about 1/4 inch deep. Then
southern fields of France and also because ours often go
sprinkle the sown bed with a fine spray of water, wetting
beyond the traditional greens. The Provencal tradition
it thoroughly but gently. Keep the seedbed evenly moist
calls for chervil, arugula, lettuce and endive in precise prowhile awaiting germination over one to two
portions.
weeks. Plant mesclun seed about one to two
American mescluns may include lettuces,
weeks before the last frost date. Seeds will
arugula, endives, mustards, purslane, chicory,
germinate in cool weather, even as low as 40º
cresses, parsleys, fennels, escarole and tender
F. At this soil temperature you can also
wild greens as well. Bibb, Romaine, oaktuck in a few rows of spinach, chard and
leaf and crisphead lettuces — the four
radishes and then you’ll have the makings
kinds of lettuce — often are all representof a complete salad, with pansy and chive
ed in popular mesclun blends. Lettuces are
blossoms for edible decoration, if you have
most common in the milder blends, while
some of those on hand as well. Mesclun
the peppery mescluns include such things
seed packets say that the seed will germias sharp arugula, mustards, spicy cresses
by Georgeanne Davis
nate in 6 to 14 days. That would be under
and chicory. Some seed houses mix the
cool soil conditions, because the seeds will germinate in
seeds according to the season rather than the flavor. Thus,
only three to four days when sown later in the summer,
there may be mesclun mixes for hot weather, for mild seawhen day temperatures are about 85º F and night tempersons and for cool seasons.
atures are about 65º F.
Mesclun may include varieties of greens that are comYour crop of mixed lettuce leaves will grow rapidly if
paratively unknown to American gardeners, such as mizuyou keep it well watered. If you’ve sown seed evenly, the
na, a delicate, leafy green from Japan and tat-soi, an Asian
seedlings will come up thickly and weeds should not be a
green with sweet dark leaves. Edible flowers or their
problem, but, if necessary, weed the bed while the lettuce
petals — bachelor’s buttons, calendulas, chive blossoms,
plants are tiny so they’ll have room to grow. If there are a
marigolds, nasturtiums and violets — may also be part of
few bare spots, don’t worry, as the lettuces generally will
a mesclun mix, as may young leaves of spinach and chard.
fill them in as they grow.
Some like to plant piquant and milder mescluns in sepIn about 35 to 45 days, your baby lettuces will reach 4
arate wide rows, then harvest them separately, mixing in
to 6 inches tall and it’s time to begin enjoying them in salproportions to suit the occasion, the meal or personal taste.
ads. Harvest by taking sharp scissors and shearing off a
The vegetable garden is not the only place to grow
salad’s worth of leaves. Cut the leaves off at 1 to 2 inches
mesclun. It’s such a pretty crop it can be used in ornaabove the soil level. Within a day or two of cutting, water
mental gardens as well. With leaves in a range of green,
the bed well and feed lightly with fish emulsion solution
bronze, and red shades and its varied textures, mesclun
and the cut crowns of the lettuce will regrow for another
makes a welcome addition to an herb garden, either as a
harvest or two. Cut the rest of your lettuce as needed, but
border or planted in a well-defined area. Mesclun also
before it gets too large. This way the bed will constantly
grows well in containers, either by itself or with flowers.
be regrowing in different stages.
Mesclun, like lettuce, will grow best in soil that is rich
Mesclun lettuces are a cool season crop. Grow in spring
and loamy. If your garden’s soil is heavy, with a lot of clay,
through early summer and start another crop in early fall.
try planting mesclun in slightly raised beds to improve
Seeds just won’t germinate well when the temperature of
drainage. The lettuces and other leafy greens of mesclun
the soil and air regularly go above 80 degrees. Keep the
are shallow-rooted and so be sure to work an inch or so of
soil in your bed or containers evenly moist as that will profertilizer or compost into the top few inches of the soil
duce the sweetest, most succulent leaves from plants that
before planting. When the seeds have germinated and the
grow quickly and without interruption. If you want to
true leaves are growing, work in an additional top or side
extend the salad season into hot weather, erect a canopy of
dressing of finely textured compost or fertilizer.
shade cloth over the lettuce bed to moderate hot condiMost mesclun crops like cool mild weather and will
tions. It helps to chill the seeds in the refrigerator
grow in sun to partial shade. When growing mesclun durovernight and plant at night so you have the coolest hours
ing hot weather, choose a site that is shaded from hot
for seeds to begin to sprout.
afternoon sun for best results, or use shade cloth to proMesclun greens will not be at their tender and tasty best
vide shade.
if they are subjected to wet soil/dry soil extremes. Soil
Mesclun isn’t difficult to grow, but it can be tricky for
extremes encourage bolting and bitterness as lettuces
the inexperienced gardener because, unlike plantings of
begin to mature. These extremes also discourage the rapid
one kind of seed alone, the mesclun seedlings appear at
growth that is a key to taste and texture in leafy crops. If
different times and they all look different. Start with a
plants bolt, remove them from the garden.Wide-row plantwell-prepared 2- or 3-foot-square seedbed area. I often
ing and sowing small areas rather than single rows reduce
mark the edges with a row of tiny pebbles or a line of
tendencies that the plants may have to bolt — the thickly
sticks so I can observe the growth in that area and then
growing plants shade the ground and keep the roots cool.
compare it to the unseeded areas. Anything that appears in
Mesclun is best when picked early in the morning,
both areas is probably a weed; seedlings growing exclubefore the sun is strong. If you must harvest during the
sively in the mesclun area are probably the real thing. Fork
heat of the day, be sure to allow time to crisp the leaves:
over the soil well and break up all the clumps so the soil
rinse greens in cool water, shake them dry, wrap in a paper
is finely worked and of an even texture. Make sure the soil
towel and place inside a plastic bag in the refrigerator for
is moist before sowing seeds.
a few hours before serving.
Since mesclun is a blend of several kinds of seeds, be
Mesclun’s leaves are delicate. Dress them with a light
sure to gently shake the seed package to mix the seeds;
vinaigrette that doesn’t overwhelm their sweet flavors.
otherwise, your greens might grow in slightly segregated
Save the cream-based dressings for sturdier greens.
fashion. Pour the mesclun lettuces seed mixture into your
palm, close your hand and carefully shake the seed out,
Information for this article came in part from the
broadcasting it over the bed. Try and space the seeds even-
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Setting Up Headquarters
Running a household is like running a small business.
There are all those endless office tasks: dealing with
incoming and outgoing mail, especially bills and correspondence; making phone calls and taking messages;
budgeting, banking and other financial procedures; and,
of course, filing. Having an efficient yet comfortable
home office in which to handle these chores can help
keep your home organized. If you think there isn’t
enough room in your home to devote exclusively to an
office, consider these options:
1. All you really need in terms of space for a barebones, low-tech office setup is a work surface (it doesn’t
have to be a desk) and something in which to store files
(it needn’t be a file cabinet). There are even cleverly
designed hideaway office armoires. They open up to provide a desktop, file drawers and cubbies for supplies, and
they can be kept closed when not in use.
2. You can create a portable home office setup with
inexpensive products such as Rubbermaid’s file boxes
(available at most discount office supply retailers), which
have handles for easy carrying. When they are not in use,
you can tuck them away underneath a kitchen counter,
for example. They can be used in conjunction with the
kitchen or dining room table, which in many homes are
the most popular places to do paperwork.
3. If you have a spare room that’s known as the “guest
room,” consider whether you have guests often enough to
justify that designation. You may be better off setting up
the space for your office. (For the occasional guest, consider having a sofa bed or keeping an inflatable bed on hand.)
No matter what size it is or where you locate it, an
effective home office requires a few key elements:
• Good lighting — an adjustable desk lamp is helpful.
• Comfortable chair — on casters, if possible.
• Adequate work surface — at a comfortable height.
• Accessible storage systems — for filing, reference
materials and supplies.
• Wastebasket — you should be able to reach it without stretching.

YOUR MONEY’S WORTH —
Weigh Value
of Improvements
Before Remodeling

• Clock — within sight.
• Calendar.
When setting up your home office, choosing the right
furnishings and equipment can help you avoid common
problems such as:
• Work surfaces that are too small, too large, too high
or too low — these often get buried in clutter because it’s
easier to dump things on them than to work at them.
• Filing cabinets with drawers that stick or drag
instead of gliding open, or they only open halfway —
guaranteed to help create piles of paper because it’s easier to put stuff on them than put stuff in them.
• High-tech systems that cost a bundle but that may be
too complex for your household’s needs — these end up
creating frustration as well as clutter.
BY HARRIET SCHECHTER © Copley News Service

Harriet Schechter is the author of three books,
including Let Go of Clutter. Her online advice column
is at www.miracleorganizing.com.

Look Out Below

Set Your Remodeling Sights
Lower — in the Basement

Have your children moved back home? Do you not
have enough space in your house? Do your grandchildren need more places to play? If so, you are not alone.
Today’s family dynamics have changed — and with
those changes many families find they need more space.
One popular solution is to finish a basement that may
have only been extra storage space before.
Basements today have graduated from days of old
when they were merely dark spaces where a water
heater was contained. They are now extensions of the
home and have many uses.
Ed Miller has been a residential remodeler for more
than 17 years. He says there is much to consider before
starting a job. After deciding if your basement is a dry
one that won’t cause health problems due to mold
growth, you then need to decide who will do the job.
“You should get a reputable person to do the job. Get
references through word of mouth and find out if the
person is a remodeler or a builder. And find out who is
actually going to be doing the job.”
Miller stressed the latter because subcontracting work
is a common practice. This isn’t a bad thing to do, but
it’s important to know if this will occur on your job. If it
is, find out if the contractor will be on the job every day.
One of the most important things, in his opinion, is
very rarely addressed by the homeowner, says Miller.
“Most people never even ask if you are insured. They
should ask for proof of insurance from the remodeler
and anyone he is subcontracting out. If someone is
working on your house and has an injury, the homeowner would be liable.”
Some might disagree, but Miller also thinks that homeowners should try to do some of the remodeling themselves.

“It gives them a sense of accomplishment and more
respect for the professionals,” he says.
When Miller is hired for such work, he encourages
homeowners to take on the simple parts of the job, like
painting, to help keep costs down.
The most common uses for basement areas are a family or recreation room, an office or bedroom space. And
whether you do the work yourself or hire a professional,
building codes will have to be adhered to, a construction
permit will need to be obtained and a building inspector
will need to sign off on the completed work.
Realtor Marggie Zimmerman has been selling homes
for more than 25 years and says finished basements generally help the resale value of the home, but says that
homeowners need to keep a few things in mind.
“In smaller homes, finishing the basement will definitely help sell it. A lot just depends on the size of the home.”
Miller says a lot of the jobs he sees involve finishing
part of the basement while still leaving an area unfinished
for what he calls the “guy area,” or the area where the
furnace and water heater might go.
Zimmerman added some other things to consider when
determining the type of basement you want to do:
“You should keep it in line with the rest of the homes
in the neighborhood. You don’t want to do a cheap basement job in a higher-priced home and you don’t want to
spend too much on a moderately priced home’s basement,” says Zimmerman.
Miller says when thinking of finishing a basement you
should do it for the right reasons.
“Traditionally, if you put a dollar into your house, you
won’t get a dollar back. You should redo your basement
for personal comfort or maintenance reasons, not just for
resale.”
BY BRENDA PROTZ ©Copley News Service
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The current house is too small. The kids are getting
older and need more space. Many families faced with
these facts are torn by the idea of moving to a bigger
house or remodeling their current home.
When making such a decision, several factors should
be considered.
Contractor Jan Creasey said one of the first questions
he asks homeowners is if they intend to sell their current
home any time soon.
If they plan to sell, then he tries to advise them on the
best moves to gain space or other conveniences they
desire.
“If it’s something small or simple like finishing off a
basement or redoing a kitchen, that really wouldn’t have
much bearing if you are going to move,” Creasey said.
“Those are things that could add value to a house.”
But if it’s something more extensive, Creasey thinks
homeowners should take into account the idea of moving
later.
“You need to know if you are going to be overbuilt
for the area,” Creasey said.
Realtor Bonnie Wabner agrees.
“You need to know current sales of your particular
area,” Wabner said. “And don’t make your home the
most expensive in your area if you plan on selling.”
Wabner suggests having a market analysis done,
which any licensed real estate agent can do, to get a
good feel for the market in your area. That will tell you
how much houses similar to yours are selling for. And it
would help in deciding if adding on or selling is the better idea.
Wabner said that if major renovations are made and a
homeowner stays in the home for a while, eventually
they could gain money back.
Creasey said that for many homeowners, modern
building ideas are what interest them. If that is the case,
a new custom-built home or one that is just a new build
might be the best idea.
“A 15-year-old home might give more space, but it
won’t have the newer amenities like the master suite, the
great room or the overall open floor-plan,” Creasey said.
Creasey’s 25-year-old business hasn’t seen any difference in the numbers of new builds or renovations from
previous years. But if people just want more space, they
probably could get more for their money in a home that
is already built, as opposed to buying a lot and building.
“A lot that might have cost $20,000 a year ago is now
costing $40,000,” Creasey said. “So if a family wants a
2,000-square-foot home, they might want to buy something already built, rather than trying to find a lot and
build.”
Many families, however, listen to Creasey’s advice,
but still decide that their current home is worth remodeling for several reasons.
“They will tell me that they like the location or maybe
they live near the schools,” he said. “Or they like the fact
that their current home is near family.
“And some just like that their current yard has mature
trees.”
Creasey said some families decide to make changes to
their current home for emotional reasons: “Some just get
attached to their homes — it’s like another family member.”
BY BRENDA PROTZ, ©Copley News Service

Specializing in Coastal & Island Project
Development
• Architectural Design Service
• Full Contracting Service
• Authorized Modular Home
Distributor
• Full Project Management
• Residential and Light
Commercial
• Renovations/Restorations

, Inc.

207-594-0919
www.breakh2o.com

186 Lake View Drive, (Rt. 17) Rockland
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Belfast Farmers’ Market
Opens Mother’s Day Weekend
When the Belfast Farmers’ Market opens
for Mother’s Day weekend on Friday, May
6, it will be a special day, marking a quarter century — 25 years since its inception
in 1980 — of serving the Belfast community with food and products grown and
made locally — from the farm to the town.
The market will open at its only Belfast
location, downtown on Main Street, near
the waterfront, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
What started out as a small group of farmers — seven or eight — has grown to 17 this
year, with five new members bringing new
and different products to complement longtime favorites. And the market is back downtown, on Main Street, where it had been during some of its earlier years, mirroring the
centuries-old tradition of interdependence
between the town and the farms, an interdependence as old as civilization itself — a circle of exchange between rural communities
and urban centers.
New this year will be culinary mushrooms
from Mineral Spring Mushroom Farm, traditionally aged Jersey cow’s milk cheeses
from the Maine Cheese Studio, artisanal
hand-prepared breads, cakes and sweet
treats — including a birthday cake sometime
in May to celebrate the 25th birthday, and all
are invited to taste the skills of the new baker
— from Fire Fly Farm. There will also be a
new vegetable vendor, Freedom Farm, and
from Spear Farm Artworks a line of note
cards, prints, calendars and limited-edition

archival prints, all with a Maine farm theme
as well as frozen berry pies when in season,
grown on the farm itself.
Continuing members include some that
were founding members, such as Half
Moon Farm with sugar-free chutneys, fruit
spreads, jams and jellies, flax seed crackers, hand-crafted wooden items; and
Peacemeal Farm, supplying organically
grown vegetables. Other longtime members are Appleton Creamery’s goat and
sheep’s milk cheeses and products; Brae
Maple farm offering MOFGA-certified
herb plants and vegetable seedlings; Fire
Flower Garden and Pottery with organic
perennial plants, fresh cut flowers, dried
flowers in a variety of arrangements; honey
products from Gardiner’s Honey &
Pollination; certified organic blueberries in
season from High Street Gardens; handmade baskets and naturally grown fruits
and vegetables from Hubbard Brook Farm;
fresh chicken, chicken products and
turkeys from Maine-ly Poultry; beef, lamb,
sheepskins and wool blankets from
Meadowsweet Farm; apples, apple cider,
berries and pears from Mildel Farm; and
hummus, dips and spreads, tempeh, miso,
kimchee and other traditionally crafted
vegetarian and vegan items, olive oil soaps,
turned wood crafts and peacock feathers
from Weeping Duck Farm.
Cowboy George will be present on that
first Friday to play and sing cowboy tunes.

Day-Before-Mother’s-Day Plant Sale
The First Universalist Church of
Rockland will hold its annual Day-BeforeMother’s-Day Plant Sale on Saturday, May
7, from 9 a.m. to noon at the church, 345
Broadway. The sale features homegrown
houseplants, field-dug perennial divisions
from members’ and friends’ gardens, and
usually some seedlings.

Parking is available behind the church
(off Court Street); the building is handicapped accessible, and church members
will assist purchasers. All proceeds from
the sale benefit church programs, and plant
donations are welcome on Friday, May 6.
For further information, call Cathy Baker,
596-6865, or the church, 594-8750.

The Belfast Farmers’ Market celebrates its 25th year this season.
New among the 17 vendors are Mineral Spring Mushroom Farm, Maine
Cheese Studio, Fire Fly Farm — offering baked goods, including cakes, and
Spear Farm Artworks, with a line of cards, prints, calendars and
limited-edition archival prints, all with a farm theme.

NEW DIMENSION HOMES, INC.

Post & Beam
A home created for people who want more than an
ordinary home. Come visit our model home located
just off I-95 in Clinton (exit 138) and see one of the
most beautiful homes you can imagine.

Visit
Our Model
Home

We provide a unique, affordable, panelized post-and-beam home
using western red cedar. Beautiful laminated beams create a warm, cozy atmosphere
and open concept.
Flexible in design, stop in and let us help you create your own dream home! Let us
answer your questions on energy efficiency, construction, pricing and financing.

Have e
the Houmr
of Yo s!
Dream

LET US SHOW YOU THE DIFFERENCE
• Beautiful, Affordable & Energy Efficient
• Fast to Construct
• Architectural windows
• R-40 Roof Systems
• Manufactured in Maine
• Quality Throughout
www.ndhpostandbeam.com

244 Hinckley Rd. • Clinton, ME 04927 • 207-426-7450
Open Monday-Friday 8-4 and Saturday 10-4, Holiday weekends by appointment.
Directions: Southbound, from I-95 take exit 138 (Clinton exit), turn right on Hinckley Rd. Second driveway on
left immediately after gas station. Watch for sign. Northbound: Same as above except turn left on Hinckley Rd.
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YardScaping Hopes to Grow a Greener Homeowner
Can anything be more satisfying to homeowners than a
carpet of green grass? How about a healthy yard grown
without the excessive use of pesticides, fertilizers and
water? This is the alternate message a new campaign
called YardScaping brings to Maine homeowners this
spring.
The campaign hopes to shed light on the statistical
dark side of the yard care obsession: 2.9 million pounds
of yard care pesticides were brought into Maine in 2004.
This figure has more than doubled since 1995 and coincides with a triple explosion in the number of yard care
companies in Maine in the last seven years.
The YardScaping initiative formed out of the rising
concern among state agencies and other environmental
stewardship organizations over the pollution caused by
yard care fertilizers and pesticides washing away into
streams, lakes and the ocean. A storm-water sampling
study done by The Friends of Casco Bay (FOCB) from
2001-03 did reveal this to be the case: yard care pesticides and fertilizers were present in Casco Bay. Mary
Cerullo, associate director at FOCB said, “Homeowners
don’t realize yards can act like a giant funnel that empties
into our precious water resources.”
Gary Fish, with the Maine Board of Pesticides
Control, knows how deep the pursuit for the perfect yard

can go after working for the nation’s largest yard care
company. “YardScaping hopes to change the way people
think about their yards,” he said. “We hope to grow a better homeowner, so to speak.”
For instance, a “better” homeowner would reduce their
lawn size and lower their bar on perfection — learn to
accept a few weeds and insects, leave grass clippings
behind, add plants adapted to Maine’s climate, give plants

YARDSCAPING
—LANDSCAPES—
Right plant, right place, right purpose. The right plant will defend itself
against pests, fit the space, do well in the
amount of sunlight and water that’s
available and tolerate your soil’s pH.
Planting trees? Think small. Smalldiameter trees require less maintenance
and become established in the landscape
more quickly than larger-diameter trees.
Go native. Try growing some native
plants. They’re well adapted to Maine’s
climate, so that means less work and
more reward for you. Purchase only
nursery-grown natives, not ones dug
from the wild. Choose a few that are
food for birds, bees and other beneficial
insects.
Avoid invaders. Stay away from invasive plants. They spread uncontrollably,
choking out native vegetation, which can
change forever the availability of food
and shelter for wildlife. Common culprits include purple loosestrife, Japanese
barberry, Oriental bittersweet, Japanese
knotweed and multiflora rose. If you’re
harboring an invasive plant already,
remove it, including all of the roots.
Feed the needs. Give your plants only
the nutrients they need. If your plants
don’t talk to you, then you’ll have to
take a soil test for fertility and pH. Test
kits are available at county Cooperative
Extension and Soil & Water
Conservation District offices.
Cook up compost. Making your own
miracle material is one of the best ways
to enrich your gardens. Compost adds
nutrients and encourages beneficial
organisms. It improves drainage and
retains moisture. Throw in shredded
leaves, cut-up twigs and branches, and
green kitchen waste. Avoid adding diseased plants.
Reduce runoff. Pesticides and fertilizers
used on our yards can wind up polluting
water bodies after a heavy rain or
snowmelt. You can prevent runoff in a
number of ways: limit your use of these
chemicals in the first place, keep them

off of hard surfaces like sidewalks and
driveways, reduce the number of hard
surfaces you have (compacted lawns
included), direct roof runoff into vegetated areas and avoid applying before rain.
Plant buffers. Plant trees, shrubs and
groundcovers to create “buffers” (natural
filters) along shorelines and downhill of
stormwater runoff. Do not rake up the
“duff” (nature’s mulch of twigs, pine
needles and leaves ) in the buffer zone.
Welcome wildlife. Landscaping for
wildlife is healthy gardening at its best.
Gather critters and flitters by reducing
your lawn, planting in layers (trees,
shrubs and groundcovers) and aiming
for a mix of species. Try plants that offer
sheltering thickets or produce nectar and
fruit. Add a birdbath (refresh daily to
prevent mosquito breeding). Always
have something in bloom, especially
early on to attract insects that will in
turn attract birds. Add non-living materials — fallen logs, stonewalls and feeders, for example.
Know your enemy. Ninety-eight percent of all insects are benign or beneficial: spiders, ground beetles and lady
beetles to name a few. They can help
fight your pest battles. Learn to recognize and protect them. Maybe even
buy them!
Think before you spray. Identify your
pest without a doubt. Realize a few
pests are okay — plants can withstand
some damage. Use non-chemical controls first: handpicking weeds, flushing
insects with water, fighting bugs with
bugs. Use pesticides only when pests
increase beyond acceptable levels, then
spot treat only.
Prevent the predictable. Avoid plants
prone to pest problems. Shop for insectand disease-resistant plants to further
reduce the need for pesticides. You can
get the low down on a plant’s pest-off
powers from plant books and catalogues,
garden centers, nurseries, and your
county Cooperative Extension office.

Sproul’s Furniture
By the Damariscotta Bridge, Newcastle, ME
TELEPHONE: 563-3535
Show Room Open Mon.-Fri. 9 AM to 5 PM
Sat. 9 AM-4 PM
“20 Rooms Of Quality Furnishings”
You don’t have to drive miles for price and quality.
Just drive to the bridge in Newcastle.

only the nutrients they need, stop using combination fertilizer and weed control products and practice common
sense pest control, to name just a few.
To get the word out about the program at the “grassroots” level, homeowners or businesses that have a
YardScape or pledge to grow one can let their neighbors
or clientele know by planting a weatherized YardScaping
sign — much like the ones used for pesticide applications. They are free and can be picked up at a number of
locations, such as county Cooperative Extensions, Soil
and Water Conservation District offices, and local landscape and nursery businesses. Visit www.yardscaping.org
or call 287-2731 for a detailed listing.
The coalition also has started developing its first public YardScaping demonstration site. Working with the
City of Portland, a public area has been selected for the
site along the Back Cove. Once completed in 2006, it will
showcase appropriate plantings in a beautiful, homeowner-doable way, plus serve as a model for municipalities
across the state. The demonstration project is funded in
part by a $35,000 grant from the Environmental
Protection Agency.
To learn more about how to become a YardScaper,
visit www.yardscaping.org or call 287-2731.

YARDSCAPING
—LAWNS—
Keep it small. Shrink your lawn size to
what you really need. Add trees, shrubs,
perennials, groundcovers along property
lines. Change to vegetable gardens and
natural meadows. Less lawn reduces
water and air pollution, water usage,
time, money and maintenance.
Get a soil test. For $12 and a box of
your dirt, you can find out your soil’s
secrets: fertility, pH and how to adjust
them. Maine soils are typically too acid
for lawn grass. If your test confirms this,
sweeten the soil with pelletized limestone. Test kits are available at county
Cooperative Extension and Soil & Water
Conservation District offices.
Select suitable seed. Because no turf
grass is native to Maine, choose a grass
most adapted to your site. Look for
blends that need little fertilizer or water.
These “lower input” blends contain fine
or tall fescues. Consider the new low- or
no-mow mixes. Or, try one with clover
(a good source of nitrogen). If you have
an existing lawn, overseed with these
less-work varieties.
Time your seeding. Best seeding dates
are mid-August through midSeptember. Next best are May through
mid-June.
Measure your sunlight. Grass needs a
minimum of six hours of direct sunlight.
For shady areas, no sun equals no grass.
Consider an ornamental groundcover
like ajuga or pachysandra or use native
groundcovers like bunchberry, partridgeberry or wintergreen.
Mow high. Raise the mower blade to
three inches. Root growth is only as
deep as the grass blade is high. Mowing
higher promotes root growth, reduces
weeds by 50 to 80 percent, helps lawns
through dry periods and discourages
insects. A credit card is a handy gauge
— just over three inches long.
Mow often. Be sure you never remove
more than one-third of the leaf blade. For
instance, mow to 3 inches when grass
reaches 4.5 inches. Cutting off more
shocks and weakens each grass plant.
Mow sharp. Keep mower blades sharp
to prevent water loss and fungal disease.

Do the finger test. If it doesn’t crease
your finger when you press on the blade,
it’s not sharp enough.
Grass-cycle. Don’t deny your lawn a
free lunch — leave your grass clippings
behind. They provide turf with a helping
of nitrogen, and decrease weeds and
water loss by acting as a natural mulch.
Mulching mowers chop grass into fine
pieces that are less likely to mat.
Water wisely. Lawns need an inch to an
inch and a half of water per week. Use the
footprint test: if blades stay compressed
for more than a few seconds, it’s hose
time. Water slowly and deeply to train the
grass roots down. Best time: 6-10 a.m.
Don’t let pests bug you. Before you
swat, stamp or spray, use common-sense
pest control. Let “some weeds and
insects are okay” be your mantra. Try
growing endophyte-enhanced (insect
resistant) grasses, pulling weeds by
hand, fighting bugs with bugs (unleashing parasitic nematodes can work for
grub control) and if using pesticides,
spot treat only.
Core aerate. Help your lawn breathe.
Thatch buildup and soil compaction
restricts the air and water grass needs.
The best method is core aeration, where
plugs of thatch and soil are removed.
Core aerators can be rented and many
lawn-care companies offer this service.
Core aerate in the fall followed by a
sprinkling or “overseeding” of low-input
grass mix. This is a great way to gradually change the character of your lawn.
Fertilize but skip the phosphorous.
Lawn fertilizers can impact water quality.
Use fine or tall fescue grass mixes that
need little or no fertilizer to stay healthy
and fight off weeds. If you do fertilize: use
phosphorus-free fertilizer unless planting
new seed, apply late August to mid
November, and buy fertilizer with “water
insoluble, slow-release or controlledrelease nitrogen” printed on the package.
Otherwise, the nitrogen — the nutrient
that makes grass greener — is washed
away by rain or irrigation before it’s used.
It’s a waste of your time and money, and
may end up in your drinking water.

il-
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Proper lawn care will help
keep weed infestations at
bay. If pesticides become
necessary, spot spraying is
the preferred method of
weed control. CNS Photo courtesy of USDA NRCS

THE RIGHT BATTLE PLAN MAKES FIGHTING WEEDS EASIER
Ask homeowners what their biggest lawn problem is
and the answer is inescapable — weeds.
Nothing else seems constantly poised to ruin the
health or appearance of a lawn, no matter the type of turf
or time of year.
Whether it is dandelions in your fescue or wild onions
in your turf, weeds are ugly. They are also lawn-killers
that can ruin your grass permanently and require costly
restoration.
According to lawn-care experts, weeds thrive because
they are opportunists. They will find bare spots or places
where your grass is weak, and they will exploit them to
their advantage.
If you have weeds, the sad fact is your lawn-care
habits could be the culprit.
Practices that can lead to weed infestation are mowing
too short, light and frequent irrigation, and inappropriate
fertilization. Some conditions that permit weed invasion
include a build-up of thatch, compacted soil, or damage
to the turf grasses from insects or diseases.
Whatever the reason you have weeds, remember one
basic truth — the weeds that grow in your area are
species that have particular growth habits, present a
unique threat to your lawn and occur because they are
part of your locale.
WEED VARIETIES
Perennial weeds (those that regrow from their roots
every year) can spread and make a lawn unsightly.
Annual weeds (those that die at the end of the season and
come back from seed the next year) can leave bare spots
that are vulnerable to runoff.
Identify weeds specific to your region by contacting your county or state university extension service.
Those agencies often have printed brochures that
identify specific weeds and their growing habits, or
offer master gardeners who can provide advice on
weed control.
You will not go wrong if you follow these tips, courtesy of the Cornell University Extension Center:
— No matter what weeds you have, the first line of
defense is preventive practices. Try these options to get
at the root of the problem first, before resorting to herbicides.
— Mow high. Do not mow grass shorter than recommended for the species you grow. Mowing at 3 inches
or higher helps grass shade out weeds and encourages a
thicker, more competitive turf. Fertilize and water correctly, and generally do all you can to encourage
healthy grass.
— Reduce compaction. Pay special attention to heavily used areas and sections next to pavement. Weeds can
gain a foothold in these spots and spread to the rest of
the lawn if it is weak.
— Repair bare spots by raking in seed in early spring
so that the new grass can compete with the weeds that
are sure to come up.
— If lawn is thin, fertilize to improve density.
— Hand weed. This is easiest when the soil is slightly
moist. Check your garden center or catalogs for tools
that help get tough perennials out by their roots.
— Let the weeds be your guide. If weeds dominate
an area, it’s likely that there is something wrong with
either the growing conditions or your lawn practices.
For example, in some areas dense stands of prostrate
knotweed (Polygonum aviculare) are a good sign of soil

Tues.-Fri. 1-5 pm
Sat. 9 am-1 pm
OLD MILL MALL
U.S. Rt. 1 & Depot St.
Waldoboro, ME 04572
(207) 832-4747

compaction. Don’t just pull out
the weeds. Relieve the compaction. Violets are a good sign
of low light levels. One solution
might be to seed shade-tolerant
fine fescues.
— Although lawn-care habits
and weed removal can reduce
weed problems, supplemental
chemical control may be required.
Careful selection and application of chemicals can effectively control a wide variety of weeds with little risk of
injury to turf or nearby ornamental plants. When mixing
or handling any pesticide, use proper caution to mini-

mize exposure both to the applicator and to other people
in the area. Also, carefully read all directions before
using pesticides.
BY DEIRDRE O’SHEA ®Copley News Service

The natural
Organic methods bring it home for the green team
Are you ready to go natural?
When it comes to your lawn, natural lawn care could be
the next step if you love the environment and your front
yard equally.
Once considered the habit of a few people only concerned with the “greening” of the planet, the practice is
steadily growing in popularity as an alternative to conventional lawn care — the exclusive use of synthetic fertilizers
and pesticides applied by the homeowner or a lawn-care
service.
Natural (or organic) lawn care is different. Homeowners
improve soil by adding organic matter such as compost
(made from plant wastes) or animal manure (chiefly composted cow, chicken or horse manure) and other naturally
occurring substances.
Healthy soil full of plant nutrients is a key part of
organic lawn care. Improved soil contributes to healthy
plants that will be less susceptible to damage from pests or
environmental stress.
Advocates of natural lawn care say one result is the
need to apply fertilizer less frequently than in conventional
lawn care.
Also, people who use organic methods control weeds,
insects and diseases with practices that are oriented toward
prevention of common maladies, rather than wiping out
weeds and diseases with chemicals after they crop up.
The time is right for more people to consider natural
lawn-care practices, says the National Wildlife Foundation.
Last year, the average suburban lawn received 10 times
as much chemical pesticide per acre as farmland, and more
than 70 million tons of fertilizers and pesticides are
applied to residential lawns and gardens annually.
Many cities are getting into the act, urging residents to
consider organic techniques because it lowers the amount
of pollutant run-off that damages waterways and threatens
bird and fish species.
In 2003, cities in Washington’s Puget Sound area started the Natural Yard Care Neighborhoods program. The
program helps residents understand how different lawn
care practices are a source of potential resource and environmental hazards.
Participants learn how to compost grass clippings or use
mulch mowing, eliminating the use of harmful chemical

pesticides and fertilizers. The program also taught more
than 150 families how to reduce water usage and reduce
fertilizer and pesticide run-off.
“We’re very pleased that the concept of natural yard
care is resonating with our residents,” says Doug Rice,
King County’s Natural Yard Care Neighborhoods coordinator. “The program’s growth reflects the high level of
interest people have in the natural approach. People want
to help, not hurt the environment.”
If you are interested in an alternative to conventional
lawn care, there are many places to get good information.
Contact your city or county government. Many local
government agencies such as the department of water
quality, department of waste management, and department
of the environment can provide you with information
about organic lawn care.
In addition, your university extension office or state
master gardener program often has experts in the field who
can provide the details about composting, evaluating
lawns, and reducing fertilizer and pesticide use.
Don’t forget the Internet. There are many sites that can
offer information on organic lawn care. Some of them
include:
— “Organic Lawn Care for the Cheap and Lazy” at
www.richsoil.com. Web master Paul Wheaton calls the site
“One guy’s goofy ideas about horticulture and agriculture.”
Check under “Lawn Care” for his copious advice on
everything from what lawn ailments are indicated by the
growth of particular weeds to “Zen master” techniques of
natural fertilizing. The site is simple to read and full of
solid information.
— The site www.eartheasy.com offers multiple pages
with a variety of suggestions on organic gardening and
growing. The site devotes an entire section to “natural
lawn care” (click on the “Grow” section), which includes
practical tips for sustainable lawn care, advice on lawn
mowers to use and information on how natural lawn care
can reduce pollution.
— The nonprofit U.S. Composting Council at
www.compostingcouncil.org offers a links page with an
exhaustive list of Web sites that have information on backyard composting and natural lawn care.

INSTANT CASH
Waldoboro Pawn & Jewelry
Need Money ★ Loans Instantly ★ No Credit Check

Get Cash for Your Valuables!
LOAN ★ BUY ★ SELL ★ TRADE
BARGAINS ON UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
DONT SELL! TAKE A LOAN

BY PAUL R. HUARD ©Copley News Service

JEWELRY
★ DIAMONDS
★ GOLD/SILVER
★ TVs/VCRs
★ TOOLS
★ COINS
★ CARS/BOATS
★ CAMPERS
★
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More Food in Less Space
ack in the 1970s the average backyard vegetable garden was about 1,000 square feet.
Now it is typically 200 square feet. New
houses tend to have smaller yards, so the farm model
of growing food and the generous space it required
has become obsolete. Contemporary vegetable gardening borrows the best design ideas from the past,
while incorporating new technology and materials to
make smaller vegetable gardens easier to manage,
and more productive.
Two ways to coax more production from limited
space is by borrowing from old cultures the concepts
of raised beds and vertical growing. Shifting a garden layout from rows to raised beds almost doubles
the available growing area, as most of the ground formerly devoted to paths is dedicated to production.
Growing food vertically to exploit the airspace above the
garden, again, almost doubles its effective production
area. This configuration facilitates the use of soaker hose
irrigation, woven fabric mulches and other space-age
materials to dramatically reduce the amount of work
involved in producing crops.

B

Raised Beds

Raised beds are permanent, rectangular plots holding
soil that remains loose and rich because it is never compacted by foot traffic. Paths between the beds are also
permanent. While they require a significant investment of
physical labor to dig and box, they do not have to be dug
again every year. Raised beds promise years of virtually
instant bed preparation and easy planting each spring.
Try one bed at first. Dig it in the fall when the weather is
cool, then add more beds over time. Because their excellent soil permits intensive planting, it will not be necessary to have as big a garden overall as before.
Making Raised Beds

Lay out the bed’s dimensions with stakes and string. A
width of 3 or 4 feet is a comfortable reach from either
side for most adults. Lengths of 8 or 12 feet (conveniently allowing for evenly spaced trellis supports every 4
feet) are most adaptable to the typical backyard.
Begin digging within the string at one end, cultivating
the soil to a depth of at least a foot — deeper is better. If
working in a turf area, put aside pieces of sod for the
compost pile. Working backward to avoid stepping on
newly dug soil, turn over shovelsful of soil and mound
them in a loose pile within the measured dimensions of
the bed. This is a good time to incorporate organic material such as compost, peat moss or chopped leaves into
the soil. Overachievers may wish to double-dig the bed,
but it is not required.
Designate at least 3 feet for path area around the bed.
Scrape off the valuable top few inches of topsoil from
the paths and mound it on the newly dug bed to increase
its height, then spread wood chips or gravel, or lay bricks
in the path area to eliminate future problems with mud.
Rake and level the surface of the mounded soil in the bed
and it is ready for planting.
A layer of straw or chopped leaves will protect the
soil over the winter and discourage erosion of the
mounded soil into the paths. While it is not necessary,
boxing each bed with 2-by-10-inch wooden planks prevents erosion most effectively, makes beds easier to manage and looks more attractive. Boxed sides also provide a
place to fasten fixtures to permit quick attachment of
sturdy vertical supports for various crops.
Reasons to Use Boxed Raised Beds:

- Saves space
- Maintains soil texture
- Does not need annual digging
- Heats up earlier in the season
- Uses water and fertilizer more efficiently
- Improves soil drainage
- Permits intensive planting
- Are neat and accessible
- Supports trellises securely
- Permits use of shade cloth or plastic tents
- Avoids soil compaction due to foot traffic
The Value of Vertical

Another way to maximize production in limited space
is to exploit the air space above the garden bed.
Combined with raised boxed beds, the potential for dramatically increased production with vertical growing is
enormous. Plants grown vertically can be planted more
closely together and produce more in the rich, friable soil
of a properly managed raised bed. Because they take up
only a few inches of surface soil, there remains lots of
bed left to be intensively planted with low-growing vegetable plants. Orienting beds on a north-south axis
assures that plant-laden trellises do not block the sun
from lower-growing plants as it moves from east to west
across the yard during the day.

Erecting vertical supports is always a time-consuming
problem. Freestanding ones provide flexibility in placement, but are precarious, tending to collapse partway
through the season from the weight of maturing crops.
The planks that enclose a raised bed offer a convenient
place to attach year-round fixtures that make setting up
and taking down trellises quick and easy. They make it
possible to have a flat trellis system that runs along
either side of the bed that is stable, yet easily reconfigured to facilitate crop rotation.
Establishing a Trellis System

There are lots of ways to fasten trellis poles to the
wooden planks of boxed beds. One tried-and-true method
is to fasten 12-inch lengths of PVC pipe, 1-1⁄2 to 2 inches in diameter, with plumber’s brackets at 4-foot intervals
along the insides of the long sides of the bed. Dig the
PVC pipe into the soil so the opening is flush with the
top of the board. Sturdy vertical poles, wooden or PVC,
up to 8 feet long, fit easily and quickly into the PVC pipe
fixtures for instant stability. Since their first 12 inches sit
in the fixture below the soil level, the trellis will actually

be 7 feet tall, about maximum reach for most
adults.
Next, cut 4-foot lengths (the distance between
the vertical poles) of furring strips or similar 1-by2-inch slats, to make crosspieces to make panels
of trellis that fasten to the vertical poles at top and
bottom. The trellis material itself may be handstrung wire or twine, or commercial netting made
of nylon or plastic. Mesh with 4- or 6-inch holes
allows for easy access when picking large vegetables such as tomatoes. Fasten it to the crosspieces
with a staple gun to form panels that are easily
mounted and removed from the vertical poles,
rolled up and stored for next year. Drill holes at
the ends of the crosspieces and at the tops and bases of
the poles for attaching panels of trellis netting with
screw bolts and wing nuts.
Veggies That Grow Well Vertically:

- Beans, Lima Pole
- Beans, Pole
- Cucumbers
- Melons
- Peas
- Squash, Winter varieties such as acorn, butternut
- Tomatoes, indeterminate
Benefits to Vegetables of Vertical Growing:

- Better air circulation
- Better access to sunlight
- Less exposure to soil pathogens
- Easier to harvest
- Dry off faster after rain
- Less likely to be curled or deformed
— COURTESY NATIONAL GARDEN BUREAU, INC.

Go
native
For best growth, choose plants at home in habitat
In this age of concern about the environment, the interest
in planting with native species is growing. A native plant is
one that has existed in an area prior to European settlement.
Native plants have undergone extended periods of natural
selection, becoming perfectly adapted to a region’s climate
and habitat.
“Native gardening goes one step further than planting
with species that are suited to a habitat,” says Janet
Marinelli, director of publishing at the Brooklyn Botanic
Garden in New York City. “It’s not correct to say that anything that was planted pre-Columbus is a native plant. Plants
native to San Diego are not native to New York.”
Gardeners must identify plants that are regionally native,
she stresses, not just native to the United States or North
America.
Within the past few hundred years, many of the native
plants in the North American landscape — once abundant in
forests, grasslands, meadows, deserts, and wetlands — have
become imperiled by loss of habitat.
According to Marinelli, who is also the author of Plant
(Dorling Kindersley, $56), a new book that provides an
encyclopedic guide to the world’s threatened plant species,
habitat destruction or fragmentation (the breaking up of natural habitat areas into progressively smaller patches) has put
an estimated 100,000 plants at risk for extinction.
“Smaller pieces of wild land support smaller numbers of
plants and animals,” Marinelli says, “but also fewer kinds of
plants and animals. The diversity is decreasing as habitat
decreases, not just the overall numbers. Gardeners can make
a difference by restoring nature.”
Native plants live in balance with the ecosystem, providing cover and food for native animals and wildlife. They
have developed an intricate web of relationships with soil
fungi and other native microorganisms.
“When one plant goes extinct,” says Marinelli, “it is estimated that 30 other species can decline with it. That’s a
good way to start thinking. Plants should naturally interact
with other species. When planting native, you’re encouraging the interaction.”
Marinelli suggests that native gardening should go
beyond simply planting native species. For example, if a
region naturally has forest habitat, what gardeners want to

create is a woodland garden with all the vertical layers of
that ecosystem: tall canopy trees, understory trees and a
shrub layer, followed by ferns and wildflowers, and finally
mosses and plants that grow on the forest floor.
“The more layers you create with your native plants,” she
says, “the more species you’ll attract and support.”
Researchers have found that migrating birds make use of
native plants. As migratory corridors are carved up, they rely
on “stopover gardens” with their favorite shrubs or flowers.
Beyond their contribution to biodiversity, native plants
offer gardeners many benefits. They are the ultimate answer
to low-maintenance landscaping for busy households. They
require little or no irrigation. They are vigorous and hardy,
standing up to winter cold and summer heat. Once established, they flourish without fertilizers or synthetic pesticides.
And native plants naturally resist most pests and diseases.
With native gardening, there is also little chance of introducing an invasive species. “These are the biggest threat to
plants and animals around the world besides habitat loss,”
Marinelli says.
The best place for gardeners to learn about native plants
is the native plant society for their state or region. These
organizations can be found on the Web and offer lists of
plants, information on growing them and links to sources,
whether local nurseries or seed exchange programs. The
North American Native Plant Society (www.nanps.org) recommends gardeners order seeds that originate in their bioregion — within 125 miles, as a rule of thumb.
Other good sources that identify plants native to a particular area include Wild Ones chapters (www.for-wild.org),
universities and colleges, botanical gardens, nature centers
and native plant nurseries.
When gardeners plant native species they work in harmony with nature. Beyond the environmental benefits native
gardening has spiritual benefits, too. Native plants give us a
window onto the past. Many plants have cultural significance, whether as food or medicine, or because of their
domestic use in early-American homes. These species connect us with the origins of our regions and home states, and
teach us about what makes each part of our country unique.
BY DEIRDRE O’SHEA © Copley News Service
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Consider
a Cutting Garden
hat a delight it is to be surrounded indoors by
bouquets and arrangements of fragrant, colorful
blossoms — to have a bit of the garden in the
house. For gardeners the ultimate pleasure is to be able to
cut flowers from their own garden to bring indoors and to
give away to friends and family. Many also love to have
homegrown blossoms, foliage, and seedheads handy for
fresh or dried floral crafts and cooking.
However, the problem is always that picking flowers
from the garden reduces the floral show in the yard. It is
always a tough decision whether to cut flowers for indoors
or leave them on display outdoors. The perfect solution to
this problem is to establish a separate cultivated area
specifically as a cutting garden. Then you can have your
flowers and pick them too!
Fill your cutting garden with plants that produce the
flowers and foliage you love. Use it as an area to experiment with new plants and colors. Place it where it is not
on public display, and indulge your fancy. Consider making it part of your vegetable garden. This is a production
garden, created to be cut down, so do not worry about
design correctness.

W

Creating a cutting garden

Managing a cutting garden

Create a cutting garden much the same way you initially establish a flower garden. Choose a site that receives
generous sun and prepare the soil so that it drains well.
Add humus in the form of compost, peat moss or chopped
leaves to improve clay or sandy soil. Create one or more
beds of whatever size and shape accommodate the available space. They can be tucked into sunny spots along the
back boundary, in a neglected corner, or behind the
garage. By their very nature, they are transient, so they are
easily changed or reconfigured next season if necessary.
While cutting gardens often look beautiful at the peak of
the season, this is incidental. So, because they are not
intended for display, a purely utilitarian layout makes the
most sense. Then once they are established they are easier
to maintain and require much less attention than ornamental beds do. For this reason, cutting gardens usually resemble traditional vegetable gardens. They are typically planted in widely spaced rows that are easy to move through
and between while planting, thinning, fertilizing, deadheading and, of course, harvesting.

Be sure and mix fertilizer into the soil at the beginning
of the season. This will provide consistent, balanced nutrition to the plants over many, many weeks. Periodic doses
of dilute liquid fertilizer sprayed on plant foliage will
boost the energy of certain heavy blooming plants during
peak production. Rather than interplanting seeds or young
transplants of many different kinds of flowers, group the
species of plants for efficient use of space and easy harvest. To get maximum production, plant annuals in succession — early-season, mid-season and late-season
bloomers grouped together. Cluster plants with similar
requirements for sun, water and drainage for easier maintenance. Plant tall types together, away from where they
might shade smaller ones. To minimize watering and
weeding maintenance, spread a 2- or 3-inch layer of some
organic mulch on the soil around the plants in the cutting
garden as soon as they are a few inches tall. It does not
have to be attractive, so use whatever is inexpensive and at
hand, such as chopped leaves, shredded newspaper, or
straw. The mulch will discourage weeds, keep the soil
moist longer, and contribute nutrients to the soil as it
decomposes in the heat of summer. Add to the mulch layer
if it breaks down to less than an inch. If you grow plants
that are notorious self-seeders, such as spider flower
(cleome), removing the mulch at the end of the season will
help to clear away most of the seeds as well. To spur and
maintain flower production of annuals, pick blossoms regularly. Deadhead those that remain and become faded.
This prevents them from forming seeds, which slows
flower production. Water about an inch per week if rainPHOTOS by Susan Church, courtesy of Blue Hill
Country Garden in Blue Hill, where visitors are
welcome at no charge, but reservations are required.
For more information, visit
www.bluehillcountrygarden.com or call 374-3580.

fall is unreliable. Unmulched beds will need more frequent watering, especially in the summer. Keep a lookout
for aphids on tender young growth or on plants that are
stressed and unhappy. Pinch infested tips off or wash the
foliage with a strong stream of water from the hose.
Insecticidal soap spray will take care of stubborn infestations. As soon as the blossoms from one stand of flowers
have been cut, and/or the plants begin to weaken, pull
them, cultivate the bed, and plant new seedlings to provide
cut flowers for the weeks to come. For instance, plant only
pansies in an area for an early-season supply of flowers.
Then, when summer heat arrives, replace them in that area
with American marigolds or zinnias.
Plants for the cutting garden

Lots of different kinds of flowering plants are suitable
for a cutting garden. Long-stemmed annuals or perennials
are most useful. Typically, colorful annual flowers dominate these gardens, because they are such enthusiastic
bloomers. Cutting their blossoms only encourages them to
produce more. All kinds of daisies are enormously popular and combine well with lots of other flowers. Longblooming perennials have a place in the cutting garden as
well as in the more formal flower border. Plants such as
coral bells and fringed bleeding heart will produce flowers
all season, especially if they are regularly picked. Some,
such as purple coneflowers and black-eyed Susans, produce bold, bristly seedheads that are ideal for floral crafts.
Of course perennials can be depended upon to bloom next
season — no need to replant that part of the cutting garden. Don’t forget foliage plants that contribute texture and
color to both fresh and dried arrangements. Silver-leafed
artemisia varieties, lamb’s ears and herbs such as lavender
contribute grayish-silver foliage that is both handsome
and aromatic.
by Liz Ball, courtesy National Garden Bureau, Inc.

Name That Flower
Show Contest
A storm that left up to two feet of snow in Northern
New England, cutting through the heart of the 2005
Portland Flower Show, made organizers even more resolute about future years.
“The fact is, that even on Saturday, March 11, when
everything else in Maine was closed, more than 1,500
people came to the flower show for a taste of spring,”
said Phineas Sprague, owner of the Portland Company
Complex. Approximately 10,000 people attended the
show from March 9 to 13 — about 7,000 to 10,000 fewer
than expected.
“We took a bullet from the snow this year,” said
Sprague. “But we have survived the bullet and we’re
looking forward to the flower show in Portland for many
years to come. The people who came this year liked what
they saw. They were really, really happy to have the show
back in Portland.”
To invite the public’s participation in next year’s event,
which will run March 9 to 12, the Maine Landscape &
Nursery Association has launched a “Name the Flower
Show” contest. Anyone can suggest a theme for the 2006
show, and the person nominating the winning theme will
win a flower show VIP prize package, including gala tickets, limousine transportation, overnight accommodations
and a $500 flower show shopping spree.
Nominations will be accepted on-line from April 15
to May 15 at www.portlandcompany.com, or in writing
to Portland Flower Show, 58 Fore St., Portland, ME
04103. In the event multiple people suggest the winning
theme, one winner will be drawn at random.
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In Our
Back Yard
In Our Back Yard is a column of the Maine
Department of Environmental Protection.
E-mail your environmental questions to
infodep@maine.gov or send them to In Our Back
Yard, Maine DEP, 17 State House Station,
Augusta, ME 04333.

Got Mold?
Remember last year’s soggy weather? Then and now
many Mainers have been worrying about mold. Calm
down! Mold is everywhere, all the time.
The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has found that
(for people without mold allergies) the most common
health effect from any inhaled mold (black, white, green,
etc.) is hay fever-like symptoms — basically, a very
stuffy head. However, since other health effects from
inhaling molds can not be completely ruled out, CDC
recommends treating all molds as a possible problem.
So what to do?
First: Isolate the source of the problem. To grow, mold
needs warmth, food and water. Normal house temperatures provide warmth, and our homes provide all sorts of
“mold food,” so controlling the water becomes the key
course of attack. Common water sources that lead to
mold growth are roof, window, or plumbing leaks;
ground water getting into a house; surface water getting
into a house; vapor barrier or insulation problems; bathroom vent and venting/ventilation problems; and, of
course, flooding. Find the source that’s creating your
mess.
Next: Fix the problem and dry up the water. This is
usually the hard part. Remember that there is no point in
cleaning up mold if the water problem is not fixed. It
only takes about 48 hours of wet conditions to start mold
growing, so when things get wet, dry them out quickly!
Now: Clean up the mold. Washing hard surfaces with
soap and water works great to get rid of mold. Then, be
sure to dry it quickly afterward! With sheet rock or carpeting, it’s almost impossible to get the mold out, so consider removing mold-contaminated sections. Take care
not to spread the mold, and take precautions such as
wearing goggles, an N95 respirator (available at hardware stores), gloves, and clothing that can be washed.
It’s possible that you may need to hire someone to take
care of the clean-up for you.
Also, people in apartments often ask: “There’s mold in
my apartment, and the landlord won’t do anything. Who
can help me?” Under existing Maine law, the Local
Health Officer is the only one with authority to investigate and (if appropriate) make the landlord fix the apartment. Every town is required to have a Local Health
Officer, so contact your town office.
Many people also ask about mold testing. There is no
real standard to determine “too much mold,” so testing is
not recommended.
When all is said and done, remember that mold is a
symptom of a water problem. Keep things dry as much
as possible, and mold will leave you alone.
If you want to learn more about mold and other
indoor-air-related topics, go to the Maine Indoor Air
Quality Council’s Web site at http://www.miaqc.org/.
— by Bob Stillwell, the Radon/Indoor Air Quality
coordinator at the Maine Department of Health and
Human Services, Bureau of Health.

You Can Switch to “Green Power” In Our
Back Yard: A Personal Energy Policy
How much are clean air and water, healthy lungs and
a sustainable energy future worth? Thanks to new “green
electricity” options available in Maine, we can now
decide for ourselves.
When Maine deregulated its electricity system in
2000, the idea was to provide “consumer choice” regarding electricity suppliers. However we had few options.
On January 23, 2003, that all changed. That day,
Maine Interfaith Power and Light, Inc. (MeIPL) introduced two different ways to buy cleaner, “green” electricity. Unlike “Standard Offer” electricity, which comes
mostly from fossil fuel and nuclear sources, “green”
electricity comes from renewable sources, such as water,
wood, wind and sunshine. Today, MeIPL has four different clean electricity products, and seven other suppliers
also offer clean electricity alternatives in Maine.
Altogether, Mainers now have 14 ways to buy clean electricity.
This is an option that’s good for the environment.
For one thing, burning fossil fuels to generate electricity releases enormous quantities of polluting emissions
—carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides.
Harnessing water, wind and solar sources to generate
electricity does not.
As a result, green electricity helps protect human
health. More and more doctors and scientists are pointing
out that our lungs cannot tolerate constant exposure to
even low levels of air pollution. In Maine, we know this
all too well; over 120,000 Mainers — a high percentage
of them children — suffer from asthma, the highest rate
in the nation.
In addition, green electricity helps wean our country
from its addiction to fossil fuel. There is no shortage of
renewable energy in the United States. Wind power, for

example, is growing very rapidly as many states, including Texas, the historical oil capital, recognize the benefits of harnessing this clean energy source.
It’s true that green electricity costs more than the
Standard Offer, but it comes without the air-quality
penalties. Further, most people can switch to energy-efficient compact fluorescent light bulbs to offset the additional cost. This doubles the environmental benefit of
green electricity.
And it appears that Maine is ready to choose “green.”
In the first three months of availability, over 750 people
statewide bought one or both of MeIPL’s green electricity products. Non-residential customers, like American
Lung Association of Maine, the Chewonki Foundation,
Interface Fabrics Group and many others, have already
purchased green electricity for some or all of their own
operations. Since spring 2003, over 35 like-minded
organizations have also joined forces to launch the
Maine Green Power Connection, helping organizations
identify ways to use electricity purchases to improve
Maine’s air.
All in all, there are real benefits to weigh when it
comes to choosing an electricity supplier. The power of
the pocketbook offers one way to implement — on a
personal level — an environmentally friendly energy
policy.
More information about green power is available at
www.MaineGreenPower.org, www.CleanEnergyMaine.com
and www.MeIPL.org.
— by Erika Morgan, former Deputy Commissioner
of Maine DEP, now president of the Maine Energy
Investment Corporation and program manager for
the Maine Green Power Connection.

Keep It Cold Efficiently
Is your refrigerator running? Well maybe it’s time for
a change of pace! Household refrigerators have the ability to churn and churn away for years, using lots of energy to keep your food cold. As they keep on runnin’, they
gobble up fossil fuels and indirectly contribute to the
mass of air emissions produced by power plants. Neither
is good for our environment.
Unfortunately, many refrigerators, even those built as
recently as 10 years ago, use more than twice as much
energy as most refrigerators manufactured today. So the
extra money you pay in electricity to power an older
refrigerator could be put into buying a more efficient,
new refrigerator.
In some cases the payback period (the time where the
saved money from not powering an energy hog pays the
cost for the new one) could be less than a year!
So how do you know if your refrigerator is worth
recycling or keeping?
First, check out the Home Energy Online Web page
that has over 46,000 refrigerators in its data base:
www.homeenergy.org/consumerinfo/refrigeration2/refmods.html.
Enter your refrigerator’s make and model number and
“search.” You will quickly see when your fridge was built
and how many kilowatts per year it was rated for when

manufactured. The final number shows how many kilowatts your refrigerator is now likely to be using.
Then go to this Web page: www.homeenergy.org/consumerinfo/refrigeration2/rsearch.htm. Here you can
compare what you’ve learned about operating old faithful with the costs of a replacement.
In Table 1, use 13 cents per kilowatt-hour (Maine has
one of the highest electricity costs in the country). In
Table 2, you can use the appropriate numbers from the
new model you’re considering, or you can plug in the
“average” model price of $450 and “average” usage of
485 kilowatts per year.
Click on “compute” and the calculation will tell you
“YES” (buy a new fridge today) or “NO” (it is not cost
effective to get a new refrigerator at this time).
Try it out!!
Now may be the right time to consider saving lots of
money (and a lot of energy) by buying a new refrigerator
and recycling the old one.
— by Peter Cooke,
Pollution Prevention Program manager
with the Maine DEP.
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MY FATHER
When my father arrives, the land is gray.
He comes with shovels, buckets and his workers,
But most importantly he comes with flowers
and plants.
He looks the land over, then he begins.
He makes the land that was once gray
a beautiful place to be.
Catherine Donlin

FULL SERVICE LANDSCAPE CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE
TEL (207) 354-0661
Member of Maine Landscapers & Nursery Association • Maine Certified Landscape Professional

Turnip Rte. 17
and come to
the Thumb
MONDAY–SATURDAY 8-5
SUNDAY 9–3
ROUTE 17, ROCKPORT, MAINE

594-5070
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American Standard’s new Champion toilet has a re-engineered
tank and new flushing technology that result in improved performance while conserving water. CNS Photo courtesy of American
Standard.

Toilet makers hope new models
will bowl you over

T

oilet talk isn’t generally considered socially
acceptable. But that was before powerful lowflows and luxury loos. Today’s high-tech toilets
offer everything from super siphoning, able to swallow
14 golf balls in one flush, to pampering features like a
cleansing spray and heated seat that transform a personal
necessity into a spa-like experience.
Newly designed, more efficient toilets spell “relief”
for anyone who’s been battling the first generation of
low-flow toilets introduced when the Energy Policy Act
went into effect a decade ago. In an effort to save water
and improve municipal wastewater system production,
residential toilets were required to be manufactured using
only 1.6 gallons of water per flush — just a trickle of
what Americans were used to.
But, as many people found out, water-saving doesn’t
necessarily mean labor-saving. For the last 10 years,
there’s been a lot of clogging, plunging, scrubbing and
double flushing.
“If you ask Americans what they want in a toilet, they
tell you they never want to have to deal with it,” said Gary
Uhl, director of design for New Jersey-based American
Standard. “They don’t want to clean it, they don’t want to
hear it, and they never, ever want to unclog it.”
After listening to customers complain about low-flow
performance over the past few years, his company came
up with the Champion, a toilet that conserves water and
promises no clogs.
The Champion has a re-engineered tank and a new
flushing technology. The old floating-ball-and-chain system was replaced with a flush tower that’s designed to
forcefully release 1.6 gallons of water per flush in under a
second.
The trapway, or outgoing path from the bowl to the
outlet, is also a quarter-inch larger than conventional toilets, which means no choke points to trap waste.
The Champion also features an extra-large 3-inch
flush valve (compared to the industry standard of 2 inches), allowing more water to enter the bowl faster and
more powerfully.
Plus, the redesign softened the curves in the
Champion’s water tunnel to keep the flow as direct as
possible.
“The flow, combined with the larger trapway and
flush valve, provides enough water to establish a powerful siphon effect,” said Uhl, noting that this toilet is the
first to offer a lengthy 10-year warranty. “The Champion
toilet lets you get rid of the plunger. When you flush the
toilet, you can walk away with confidence and not have
to look back.”

The Champion retails for about $249 (about $100
more than a traditional flapper toilet).
HIGH SEATS
The American Standard Champion is not alone in the
high-tech/low-flow marketplace.
This year, Kohler introduced its Cimarron toilet,
claiming it’s the first “commercial-grade” toilet offered
for residential use that can save more than 2,000 gallons
of water a year.
Unlike American Standard, which increased efficiency
through redesign, Kohler simply made things bigger and
wider in the Cimarron, which retails for about $240.
The size of the flapper increased from 2 inches to 3
inches, “releasing a large volume of water all at once and
creating incredibly strong flushing power,” according to
Ed Del Grande, Kohler’s master plumber.
And, Cimarron’s flush valve was expanded to 3 inches
— the largest in the industry.
“Plumbers like this toilet because they understand
how it works. Some other completely redesigned toilets
can scare the average plumber because they don’t know
how to fix it,” said Del Grande, noting that this model
uses only 1.4 gallons of water per flush. “But, when they
take off the lid of the Cimarron, everything is similar to
what they’re used to. It’s just bigger.”
Despite advanced technology and system redesign, the
Champion and Cimarron look just like most other toilets,
except for one subtle ergonomic difference. The seats are
higher.
To accommodate the elderly and creaky-jointed baby
boomers, American Standard raised the bowl height to 16
inches, while Kohler hiked theirs up to 17 inches. That’s
more than 1 inch to 2 inches taller than traditional toilet
bowls.
HOT SEATS
However, if you’re interested in more than just efficiency and water conservation, try a toilet by Toto and
you’ll quickly realize you’re not in Kansas anymore.
The Japanese toilet maker’s high-tech tankless
toilet/cleansing system, the Neorest, turns an ordinary
accommodation into an extraordinary experience.

Distinctive, Affordable

HARDWARE
for Your Home
Sales
LOCK&SAFE
738 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
OPEN MON.-FRI. 8:00-5:00
594-4750

Installation
Free Estimates

The $5,000 commode senses when a user enters the
room and automatically raises the toilet lid and gives the
bowl a preparatory flush. If a man stands before it and
touches a button on the control panel, the toilet quickly
raises the seat.
The Neorest features a heated seat, spray deodorizers
and warm jets of water to delicately cleanse the most
sensitive spots. There’s even a pulsating water massage
option for the truly self-indulgent. And, to top it all off, a
stream of warm air gently dries you.
“With the drying cycle, there’s really no need for toilet paper. You’re not only saving water, you’re saving
trees,” said Lenora Campos, spokeswoman for Toto’s
American sales office in New York.
Walk away from the unit and within three seconds it
automatically flushes. Within another 60 seconds, the
seat closes. For trigger-happy Americans, it even comes
with a remote control.
The Neorest isn’t just about style, it also offers engineering substance. Toto toilets don’t simply flush, they
have a “cyclone flush engine” that produces a carefully
calibrated sequence of three flushes.
During the first stage, a nozzle at the back of the bowl
fires a high-speed stream of water that scours the rim in
a cyclonic motion. The second stage increases the water
volume of the rapidly rotating current and scrubs the
bowl clean. Finally, there’s a second rim scouring and
the bowl’s surface water is restored.
If Neorest’s $5,000 price tag is too steep, consider a
Toto Washlet, a portable personal cleansing system that
installs on top of any toilet. Costing less than a quarter
of the Neorest, it offers most of the same features.
Toto’s Neorest and Washlets are electronically generated and need an outlet within 3 feet of the toilet.
“Bringing computer technology into the bathroom is a
bit foreign to Americans, but it’s an emerging trend,”
Campos said. “All that’s needed is education and exposure to leading-edge products for Americans to see the
benefits of really cutting-edge hygiene.”
BY BOBBI IGNELZI © Copley News Service

ONLY
$
489.95

INCLUDES 20 LB.TANK!
CLEARS 1+ ACRE!
This is a Great Buy.
Don’t Miss This One!

C O A STA L F UEL
140 PARK ST. ROCKLAND • 594-2268

Mon.-Fri. 7:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Sat. 7:30 a.m.-1 p.m.
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PERRY’S NUT HOUSE
Nuts, Fudge &
Oddities since 1927
Fresh fudge is made by the owner
himself, George Darling. You will often
find George or his daughter and Manager,
Kim O’Brien, handing out free tastes behind
the updated fudge counter.
Oddities have always been a specialty at
Perry’s, and this season is no exception.
Moose Chip fire-starters are a Perry’s creation in the traditional moose chip shape
and color!
Perry’s has added a coffee shop
serving Green Mountain products,
iced cappuccino and tea. There are
tables and chairs available, for
those who want to relax, positioned in front of a large picture
window overlooking Belfast
Harbor and downtown Belfast.
Varieties of Nuts

Our associates are friendly, helpful and are often goofy, making
customers feel welcomed. Anna
Verzoni is pictured, sailing off to
help another customer!

Kim

PERRY’S NUT HOUSE
45 Searsport Ave.

PERRY’S

(US COASTAL RT 1)

Belfast, Maine
1-888-6PERRYS
HOURS
Mon. – Sat. 9am – 5pm
Closed Sun.

7

1
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University of Maine
Cooperative Extension is offering a tractor safety class, cosponsored by Ingraham’s
Equipment in Knox. The fiveweek class will begin on
Tuesday, May 10, from 5 to 7
p.m. and will run on consecutive Tuesday nights until the
final exam on June 7.
Tractor operation on farms can be extremely hazardous.
This training class will help new and experienced operators
learn how to operate machinery and develop an attitude of
“safety first.” This class is designed for youth ages 14 to 16
who want to work on farms. Successful completion of this
class will earn them a federal certificate that will allow them
to operate equipment as part of their employment. Many
adults also take the class. The class is designed to include
practice driving as well as in-class learning activities. The
final exam consists of a written exam and a driving exam.

Tractor
Safety
Class

Thursday, April 28, 2005

Conservation
Landscaping Class
A conservation landscaping workshop geared for
homeowners who live on or near a body of water is being
sponsored by the Knox-Lincoln Soil and Water
Conservation District, Pemaquid Watershed Association
and Anderson Farms.
A hands-on demonstration on Saturday, May 14, from
8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. will enable participants to plant a
shorefront buffer garden at a demonstration site to be
announced. Tish Carr, the Augusta city forester, will talk
about how to properly plant trees and shrubs and proper
after-planting care.
The cost for the hands-on lesson and a folder of information is $20. For more information, contact Rose Hoad at the
Knox-Lincoln Soil and Water Conservation District at 2732005, extension 106, or e-mail rose.hoad@me.nacdnet.net.

Belfast Garden Club Civic Beautification volunteers
Dale Tripp (left) and Harmony Joseph.

Have You Seen One of
These Signs in Belfast?

Stair Lifts Can Be a Good Solution
Although a first-floor bedroom and bath is the best
alternative for people who have trouble navigating the
stairs, a stair lift is an excellent substitute.
Dick Upham, owner of Medical Supplies Inc. on
Kennedy Memorial Drive in Waterville, has been selling
and installing ThyssenKrupp Access stair lifts for 30 years
and the Bruno brand for 20 years. Both brands are made in
the United States.
“An Access lift I installed 30 years ago is still in service,” Upham said recently. Besides the demonstration
model in the store, Upham always has two of these new
stair lifts in stock. He also has a list of available used models that he sells on consignment. Upham carries replacement parts. Stair lifts can be made to fit any staircase,
including spiral staircases and those that turn corners.
“Special designs are custom made but are more expensive,” he said.
A straight stairway should be at least 30 inches wide to
accommodate a stair lift. Thirty-six inches is a better
width and more common. The stair lift will take about 26
inches of space when in use, but only 14 inches when folded against the wall, Upham said.
The stair lift is not attached to the wall, but rather held
in place by four lag bolts attached to every third stair tread.
Later, if the stair lift is removed, the holes can easily be
plugged. The stair treads do not have to be bare. The stair
lift can accommodate a carpet runner, though Upham rec-
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ommends that if the runner is worn, it should be replaced
before the stair lift is installed. Whether the stair lift is
placed on the right or left depends on the traffic pattern at
the top and bottom of the stairs, Upham said.
Most stair lifts are driven by rack-and-pinion gears.
They may be powered by household electrical circuit or a
battery, or a combination of the two, a plus during a power
outage. Some models come with a remote control, useful
if a consumer wants to move the empty chair up or down
to carry laundry, food or other items.
A stair lift has several safety features including a safety belt and a chair that swivels for easy access, but locks
into place when the rider gets in or out. A sensor will stop
the chair if something is in its path. It will also stop the
chair if the rider takes his or her finger off the control.
Typically the stair lift can carry a person weighing up
to 300 pounds. Models are available for those who weigh
more. Upham supervises the installation of stair lifts — a
two-man job — and provides service.
Prices for the stair lift itself, including installation,
range from $3,500 to $4,000. Stair lifts may also be rented for a $400 installation charge and a monthly fee of
$200. Some consumers begin as renters, then buy the
product, Upham said. Many consumers also purchase a
maintenance contract, which costs about $125 per year.
For more information, go to www.medicalsuppliesinc.com.
BY M.J. KANIUKA

If you have seen a sign like the one pictured above, you
have seen one of the six gardens that are cared for by the
Belfast Garden Club. This year there will be a sign at
each garden so the community will be able to identify
what the group’s biggest project is: civic beautification.
From April through November, the club’s Civic
Beautification volunteers meet at the library every
Wednesday at 9 a.m. and then split up to work on public
gardens at the library, the Belfast Museum, the City
Wharf, the cemetery, City Hall, the point at the end of
High Street, City Park allee and Post Office Square.
Work may include anything from spring clean-up to
planting to grooming to watering to preparing the gardens for winter. And not all of the volunteers have a green
thumb or years of experience.
Expenses for the Civic Beautification project account
for 46 percent of the club’s budget, and no income is
directly derived from this project. The Garden Club
members do this work because they love gardening and
want Belfast’s community gardens to be beautiful for the
enjoyment of their fellow citizens.
Anyone interested in helping out is welcome to come to
a Wednesday meeting. If you would like to make a taxdeductible contribution to support the club’s maintenance
of these gardens (or a specific garden), contact Judith
Garnett at 338-0350 or Harmony Joseph at 338-8378.

Update with our energy efficient Nancy’s Sew
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appliances and $AVE!
Challenge
Nancy picks out the fabrics and you choose the pattern.
You bring in the finished project and the customers vote
on their favorites. The winner gets a gift certificate and
everyone gets a ribbon.

Frontload Washer
(GLTF1670A)

• 16 Cycles
• 7 Wash / Rinse Temperature
Combinations: Hot/Cold, Warm/Cold
(2), Cold/Cold (2), Warm/Warm (2)
• Extra Rinse Auto Option
• Short Wash Cycle

Machine Quilting
✷
✷
✷
✷
✷

Bring in those quilt tops and let us help you finish them.
Quick turn-around time and reasonably priced.
Stop by to see a demonstration.
Stippling, meandering or patterns of your choosing.
Basting for hand quilters also available.

Fabrics
✷ Hoffman ✷ Kaufman ✷ Moda ✷ Fossil Fern ✷ Benertex
✷ P & B ✷ Alexander Henry ✷ RJR
✷ and many more manufacturers.
✷ Moda Marbles ✷ $1 Fat Quarters
✷ Fat quarter bundles ✷ Patterns ✷ Pattern Books
✷ Threads ✷ Stencils ✷ Whole line of Piecemaker’s Needles

Check Out Our
Full Line of Rinnai Heaters
& Frigidaire Appliances!

Nancy
Working

Fabrics, Fabrics, Fabrics
Rinnai Continuous Flow
Water Heaters

We carry top-of-the-line fabrics from all of your favorite
designers. Stop by and see the 1,500 bolts of fabrics that
remind you of all the colors in the rainbow and more.

Fabrics
& Yarns

(For Residential)

Safety & Convenience
• Internal Direct Vent
• L.P. Gas
• Allows You to Set Your
Own Temperature

Nancy’s Sewing Center

Model 2532-FFU

www.midcoastmaine.net/marksappliance

MARK’S APPLIANCE & HEATING
Rte. 90

Sales & Service • Fuel Oil & LP Delivery
273-3412 • 1-877-273-3412

Warren

216 Belmont Avenue

BELFAST, MAINE • 207-338-1205
www.nancyssewingcenter.com • e-mail: quiltfab@gwi.net
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THE FREE PRESS H&G SECTION

Leading you home.
Keeping Life Simple

Change your location.
Change your life.

When
Buying
or
Selling
Your
Home

There’s more to real estate than
...buying & selling property.

Call Mary Bumiller, Realtor®
Rockland - Ocean Front Condo

What’s important
to you...
is important to me

Call Pam Gushee
596-0352, ext. 119 or 785-3026
pgushee@jaretcohn.com

=
5 Beech Street, Rockland

=

Lovely 3BR, 2.5-bath end unit
condo on Jameson Point. Open,
spacious first floor, with living
room, dining area, sunny kitchen,
all with gorgeous harbor views
including the master bedroom
w/bath. MLS# 717546 $495,000

596-0352 ext. 230
mbumiller@jaretcohn.com

Call Martin Cates
596-0352 ext. 103
Your door opens here!
www.martincates.com

Rockland Harbor Views
Beautiful detail and design are going into the construction;
fireplace, high ceilings and plaster walls. There is still time to
choose your finishing touches. Views of Rockland Harbor, in
a walk-to-town location. MLS# 725803 $295,000

Cindy Laurila
596-0352 ext. 118

Arborist Delight
Commercial Investment
This beautifully restored building in
historic downtown Waldoboro has
three apartments and is home to the
soon to be “Narrows Tavern!” MLS#
732636 $395,000

60+ shade trees, 8 apple, 2 peach, 3 pear surrounding this
immaculate 3BR home. There is a happy
feeling in the country-size kitchen and
bright rooms. Large deck, a full finished
basement, 2-car garage plus a 1-car
garage. MLS# 733514 $162,900

Call Gordon Jackson
596-0352 ext. 129

Professionalism You Can Trust

Call Patricia Ecker
Waldoboro Office
832-5219, Ext. 106

~ Lisa Elliott ~
Enthusiasm and energy for
finding your place of
beauty in Midcoast Maine!

Call me today!
596-0352 ext. 126

Let Us Help You
With All Your Real Estate Needs!

Waldoboro This Split-level Ranch is ready for your family. With a two-car garage, newly remodeled fully applianced
kitchen and freshly painted interior, all you have to do is move
in. Come take a look! MLS# 720586 Reduced to $185,000

596-0352
Call Dawn at Ext. 211 or Sherri at Ext. 205

Call Rob Linscott
596-0352 ext. 125

www.jaretcohn.com >> Visit our site for the latest listings.

=

